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Abstract

Modern advances of computing systems allow humans to participate not only as service consumers but also as service providers, yielding the so-called human-based computation. In this paradigm, some computational steps to solve a problem can be outsourced to humans. Such an interweaving of humans and machines as compute units can be observed in various computing systems, such as collective intelligence systems, Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) with human tasks, and Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSSs). Even with the multitude realizations of such systems — herein we refer to as Hybrid Human-Machine Computing System (HCS) — yet we still lack important building blocks to develop an HCS, where humans and machines are both considered as first class problem solvers from the ground up.

These building blocks should tackle issues arise from different phases of an HCS’ lifecycle, i.e., pre-runtime, runtime, and post-runtime. Each phase introduce unique challenges, mainly due to the diversity of the involved compute units, which bring in different characteristics and behaviors that need to be taken into consideration. This thesis contributes to some important building blocks in managing HCSs’ lifecycle: the provisioning of compute units, the monitoring of the running system, and the reliability analysis of the task executions.

Our first contribution deals with the quality-aware provisioning of a group of compute units, a so-called compute units collective, by discovering and composing compute units obtained from various sources either on-premise or in the Cloud. We propose a novel solution model for tackling the problem in the quality-aware provisioning of compute units collectives, and employ some heuristic techniques to solve the problem. Our approach allows service consumers to specify quality requirements, which contain constraints and optimization objectives with respect to functional capabilities and non-functional properties.

In our second contribution, we develop a monitoring framework for capturing and analyzing runtime metrics occurring on various facets of HCSs. This framework is developed based on metric models, which deals with diverse compute units. Our approach also utilizes Quality of Data (QoD) to enable elastic monitoring catering different monitoring needs.

While the reliability analysis for machine-based compute units has been widely developed, the reliability analysis for HCSs has not been extensively studied. In our final contribution, we present models and a framework for analyzing the reliability of compute units collectives.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Humans traditionally employ computers to solve computational problems. However, despite of significant advancements of computing technologies in the past decades, computers still do not possess the basic conceptual intelligence that most humans take for granted [1]. In this regard, human-based computation paradigm emerges to harness the capability of human brains. In this paradigm, some computational steps to solve a problem can be outsourced to humans, i.e., the computer asks humans to solve problems, then collects, interprets, and integrates the solutions [2].

For this approach to work, typically so-called human tasks are modeled, instantiated, and distributed to humans according to the problem domain. In this context, humans no longer become merely computing service consumers. Instead, together with machines, humans are also compute units, i.e., resources providing services capable of processing input data into a more useful information in a (semi-)automated manner.

Examples of such human tasks include data processing tasks (e.g., collection [3], filtering [4, 5], classification [6, 7], verification [8]), query answering (e.g., [9, 10]), prediction (e.g., [11, 12]), and artifacts creation (e.g., [13, 14]). Furthermore, we have also seen various sources of online human workers, such as crowdsourcing marketplaces, e.g., [15, 16, 17], and social networks, e.g., [18, 19, 20, 21] being utilized as compute units. Also, we have been witnessing the development of special-purposed collective systems, which are utilized for harnessing human computation capabilities to work together with software units, e.g., [22, 23]. These so-called collective intelligence systems [24] intertwine humans and machines in Internet-scale, both as active problem solvers.

Moreover, advances in Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPSs), e.g., [25, 26], have enabled an interconnection of the physical-world, which consists of smart-things in embedded systems, and the cyber-world, which provides software-based computations. A natural advancement of CPS in today highly connected social-world is the inclusion of human actors, hence leading to the advent of Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSSs), e.g., [27, 28].
We have also seen the manifestation of the human-machine integration in other systems. For example, Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) with human tasks integrate human-based and software-based services into processes, e.g., [29, 30]. Further innovations, such as [31, 32], allow even more advance integration of humans as socially-connected actors into business processes.

We refer to those systems as Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs), i.e., systems employing humans and machines as compute units, where tasks are distributed to humans and machines, and solutions from both humans and machines are collected, interpreted and integrated. An HCS manages diverse types of compute units. In such systems, we deal with the interweaving of human actors in the social-world, which we call human-based compute units (e.g., people in social networks, and in collaboration platforms), and machine-based compute units, which consist of compute units in the cyber-world (e.g., software, cloud-based services, etc., namely software-based compute units) and in the physical-world (e.g., sensors, actuators, gateways, etc., which we refer to as thing-based compute units) [33].

In a hybrid human-machine collaboration, a group consisting of diverse compute units is composed to execute a task requiring collaboration of humans and machines given by a consumer process or application. We refer to such a group as a compute units collective, which constitutes a construct for a flexible group of human-based and machine-based compute units, which can be composed, deployed, executed, and dismissed on-demand [34].

Despite of the myriad materializations of hybrid human-machine computation, yet we still lack important building blocks to develop an HCS, where both, machines, and humans are considered as first class citizens from the ground up. For example, crowdsourcer-based applications typically focus on rather simple tasks with minimum interactions [35]. Moreover, in typical collective intelligence systems, existing quality control approaches traditionally rely on primitives and hard-wired techniques, which do not allow consumers to customize the provisioning of compute units collectives based on their specific requirements [36]. Meanwhile, the models of human interactions in business processes, e.g., [29], still focus on rather self-contained human tasks, where only relatively static role models are employed for selecting the right people [19]. Furthermore, although Internet-scale collective intelligence systems are already managing global collectives, typically they are able to support only coarse human-machine interactions, such as data search [22].

1.2 Motivating Scenario

To motivate the importance of realizing the proposed building blocks for HCSs, we discuss a scenario where an information system for infrastructure maintenance is utilized in smart buildings or smart cities. The system can be employed, for example, by a corporation for maintaining large building complexes, or by a government agency in a city management setting. The maintenance is conducted by analyzing a possible facility breakdown, as shown in Fig. 1.1. For this system to work, sensors are installed on the
monitored facilities. These sensors capture events occurring on the facilities, which are streamed through sensor networks to a data processing center running a data analytic service.

In many cases, installing sensors on every facility is not always feasible and adequate. One traditional way to handle this issue is to send dedicated experts for regular inspections. However, such an approach can be ineffective for a large maintenance area. Therefore, citizens are also engaged to provide the so-called social-sensor services for revealing issues in places where hardware-based sensor systems or manual inspections are not feasible. For places where citizen participations are high, we may no longer need to employ experts for manual inspections. Hence, the provisioning of human-based compute units can be made on-demand.

These units, i.e., hardware-based sensor systems (i.e., sensors, gateways, sensor networks, and data analytic services), citizens as social sensors, and dedicated inspectors, can be seen as a collective performing sensing tasks for detecting facility breakdowns. When this sensing collective detects a (possible) breakdown, an incident ticket is generated, which then handled by a collective of compute units for problem solving.

To coordinate the human-based compute units, i.e., citizens and dedicated experts, a human-based computing platform, e.g., a crowdsourcing platform, can be employed. This platform generates human-based tasks, such as data collections and assessments, and
disseminates the tasks to the participating human-based compute units according to their availabilities and locations. The overall process flow is coordinated by the infrastructure maintenance platform.

In this scenario, the compute units involved in the process can be provisioned from different sources. For example, the human-based compute units can be provisioned from dedicated sources of experts or from crowdsourcing marketplaces, and the compute units for the data analytic service can be provisioned from the cloud.

### 1.3 Research Problems

Many problems encountered in the domain of hybrid human-machine computing arise from the inherent fact that an HCS comprises diverse compute units, where each of them introduces different characteristics, such as, qualities, and capabilities. Our work in this thesis addresses some important issues in building an HCS, which considers different characteristics of diverse compute units and various phases of an HCS’s lifecycle as discussed in the following.

Each HCS may have different lifecycles depending on the problem domain and the underlying compute units platform. In general, for executing tasks in an HCS, we need to handle various facets of the system. For example, in the pre-runtime phase, we need to deal with the task design, and the provisioning of the compute units required to execute the task. In the runtime phase, issues such as task management, runtime monitoring, and adaptation, become concerns. While in post-runtime phase, issues, such as, quality analysis for future design improvements, are challenges that need to be dealt with. Our work presented in this thesis addresses some critical aspects of the HCS’s lifecycle in pre-runtime, runtime, and post-runtime phases. Particularly we propose methodologies for the provisioning of compute units, the monitoring of the running compute units collectives, and the reliability analysis of the HCSs.

Our research performed within the context of this thesis specifically deals with the following research questions.

**Research Question 1:** *How can we provide a collective of diverse compute units for executing tasks in an HCS considering the consumer-defined requirements?*

Provisioning compute units collectives in HCSs brings in inherent problems due to the diversity of compute unit types involved. A compute units collectives provisioning approach should consider the quality requirements, which represent functional capabilities requirements as well as non-functional constraints. For example, in our infrastructure maintenance scenario discussed in Section 1.2, the consumer, e.g., a smart city government board, may specify that the social-sensing task should be executed by citizens with certain qualifications [23], e.g., no previous false report history, and properties, e.g., living and commuting in a particular location.

Traditionally, for machine-based compute units, consumers can specify precise requirements, such as minimum throughput, maximum delay, etc. However, for human-based
compute units, although we could measure some properties quite precisely, e.g., using key performance indicators [37], in practice, it can be more useful and practical to have a system that allows consumers to specify requirements in more flexible manner.

Compute units can be provisioned not only on-premise but also in the Cloud, such as cloud-based software services, or crowdsourced workers. For example, the pool of citizens as social-sensors in our infrastructure maintenance scenario can be provisioned from a crowdsourcing platform. Provisioning compute units in the Cloud introduces challenges, due to the huge search space for finding (semi-)optimal formation of compute units collectives. Heuristic techniques should be developed for dealing with such search space. Although various heuristics have been developed to deal with the Cloud-based compositional problem [38], they need to be adopted to be applicable in the context of HCS. Furthermore, to achieve a quality-aware provisioning, such heuristics must be guided with quality optimizing preferences defined by the consumers. Moreover, each provisioning strategies implemented using a particular algorithm may fit well for a particular situation or a problem domain. Hence, a provisioning framework should be made flexible so that it can support different strategies.

**Research Question 2:** How can an HCS with diverse subsystems and diverse metrics models be effectively monitored?

The diversity of compute units in HCSs also introduces challenges for monitoring such systems. For example, for monitoring the system in our infrastructure maintenance scenario, we have to deal with diverse compute units, such as the sensors and gateways in the physical-world, software-based data analytic services, as well as the people as social-sensors. Existing monitoring systems traditionally deal with homogeneous compute units, e.g., machine-based compute units monitor, such as software-based services monitoring systems (e.g., [39, 40]), and infrastructure/platform monitoring systems (e.g., [41]). An approach that takes such heterogeneity into account is required to effectively monitor HCSs.

An HCS consists of subsystems, e.g., human-based computing systems, and machine-based computing systems. Each subsystem in an HCS brings along various metrics, which could have corresponding metrics from other subsystems albeit having different definitions. For example, we could define the availability, utilization, and cost metrics for humans; however, their interpretation and measurement differ from the corresponding metrics for machine-based systems. To enable system-wide monitoring, we need models and methods to relate the corresponding metrics and bring them together as a unified metric.

Metrics from different subsystems of an HCS, although having related definitions, may have different qualities. Furthermore, different monitoring clients may require different qualities of monitoring data. The notion of Quality of Data (QoD), e.g., with respect to the accuracy and timeliness [42], plays a crucial role in a system where electronic data are ubiquitous. For example, a human-based client may prefer non-intrusive data (e.g., low data rate), while a software-based client may require much more frequent data.
Research Question 3: How to measure the reliability of an HCS, which consists not only machine-based compute units but also human-based compute units?

Reliability is an important measure of a system representing its resilience to operate as expected without unacceptable failures. Traditionally, the notion of reliability is expressed as a function in a continuous time space. However, for human-based computing, this approach is not suitable, since most human-based compute units do not operate continuously. For compute units collectives, where human-based compute units are involved, we need to model the reliability differently. For example, in our infrastructure maintenance scenario, we should be able to model the reliability of the citizen sensing capability in discrete time space, e.g., the probability of successful breakdown detection by citizens in 100 actual breakdown events.

The reliability of a system depends largely on the inter-dependencies between its elements. In the task executions within an HCS, the dependencies can be inferred explicitly from the process model, e.g., a workflow, if it is available. However, in many cases the collaboration inside a compute units collective can be more ad hoc. Hence, we need a model to describe the dependency in a compute units collective in a more agile and flexible way.

With the advent of the cloud computing, the provisioning of both, machine-based, and human-based compute units can be made on-demand from a virtually large pool of available compute units. In most cases, when a failure occurred on a running compute unit, another compute unit can be selected from the pool to replace the faulty one. The reliability analysis for cloud-based compute units collectives must take into account this provisioning model.

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of our work center around providing essential building blocks of HCSs. We focus on the following aspects of HCSs: (i) provisioning of compute units collectives, (ii) monitoring diverse compute units and task executions, and (iii) analysis of the reliability of the task executions. Firstly, we define models to abstract various HCSs with respect to the architectural views, compute units collective models, and task models, which are needed as conceptual foundations for building the main contributions. Furthermore, we develop a platform based on this abstraction, and prototype our proposed frameworks on this platform.

Our main contributions presented in this thesis address the aforementioned research questions and are described as follows.

Provisioning Collectives of Compute Units Our contribution in this part is to provide a flexible quality-aware compute units collectives provisioning framework, which provides a formation of machine-based compute units and human-based compute units obtained from diverse sources. This framework is flexible with respect to supporting different formation strategies. We develop a set of algorithms, especially a heuristic
based on the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) approach, for dealing with the multiobjective compute units collectives formation problem. It is also quality-aware, since it takes the consumer-defined quality requirements into account. It deals with consumers’ requirements for both, functional capabilities, and non-functional constraints. Moreover, it provides an approach to support strict and fuzzy quality requirements.

**Monitoring Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems** We contribute a generic monitoring framework for HCSs, which captures and processes events and metrics from diverse compute units. First, we present a metric model to handle metrics with different semantics, and utilize the notion of Quality-of-Data for enabling more effective and efficient monitoring in the context of diverse underlying systems. Based on those, we propose a distributed monitoring framework for HCSs.

**Reliability Analysis** In this part we develop a framework for reliability analysis of compute units collectives. We employ models to measure the reliability of individual machine-based and human-based compute units. To deal with the analysis of a large scale system, we introduce the notion of virtual standby units, which abstracts the group of compute units that are available for participating in task executions. Based on these models, we propose a framework for analyzing the reliability of task executions by compute units collectives.

The main contributions of this thesis have been published at acknowledged international conferences as follows:

1. **Provisioning Quality-aware Social Compute Units in the Cloud,**
   Muhammad Z.C. Candra, Hong-Linh Truong and Schahram Dustdar,
   The 11th International Conference on Service Oriented Computing (ICSOC 2013), December 2-5, 2013, Berlin, Germany [43].

2. **Analyzing Reliability in Hybrid Compute Units,**
   Muhammad Z.C. Candra, Hong-Linh Truong and Schahram Dustdar,
   The 1st IEEE International Conference on Collaboration and Internet Computing (CIC 2015), October 27 - October 30, 2015, Hangzhou, China [44].

3. **On Monitoring Cyber-Physical-Social Systems,**
   Muhammad Z.C. Candra, Hong-Linh Truong and Schahram Dustdar,
   (in submission).

Some work presented in this thesis are related to and have been partially funded by Smart Society project supported by the European Commission under the 7th Framework programme[^1].

Additionally, the following publications are partially used in this thesis, although they are not directly related to the main contributions:

   Muhammad Z.C. Candra, Hong-Linh Truong and Schahram Dustdar,

2. *Virtualizing Software and Human for Elastic Hybrid Services*,
   Muhammad Z.C. Candra, Rostyslav Zabolotnyi, Hong-Linh Truong, and Schahram Dustdar,
   Advance Web Services, (c)Springer-Verlag, 2012 [46].

### 1.5 Scopes of Work

Computing systems comprising humans and machines as compute units cover a wide spectrum with different characteristics. In Section 2.1 we discuss the landscape of the state of the art hybrid human-machine computing. Our work presented in this thesis focuses on HCSs with the following characteristics.

An HCS may consist of human-based compute units, software-based compute units, and/or thing-based compute units. Our work is motivated by issues raised due to the inclusion of human-based compute units in a computing system, such as discussed in Section 1.3. Therefore, this thesis focuses on systems where human-based compute units are involved. Systems focusing only on software-based compute units, and/or thing-based compute units, e.g., [47], although applicable, are less relevant in this thesis.

Our work assumes the existence of a coordinator role in the system, which manages tasks creation, distribution and execution in an automated manner. Depending on the problem domain, such a coordinator can be manifested in different forms, such as a process engine, an application middleware, etc. This excludes, for example, systems with ad-hoc interactions, e.g., for online collaborative content creation [13], and crowdsourcing systems where tasks are manually posted, and results are rather manually evaluated, e.g., [48].

Furthermore, our work necessitates the feasibility for applying a formal task formulation on the system, with respect to the multidimensional aspects of tasks, such as roles and activities that compute units could take, quality constraints, and the dependencies between task activities. Our main contributions presented in this thesis require such information for controlling quality-aware provisioning of compute units, monitoring constrained metrics, and analyzing task dependency structures for reliability analysis. Such a task formulation is discussed in Section 3.3.
1.6 Thesis Structure

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows:

- *Chapter 2* analyzes the state of the art related to our work. In the chapter, we discuss the current landscape of hybrid human-machine computing, upon which we lay out the scope of our work. Afterwards, we present related work with respect to our main contributions, i.e., provisioning framework, monitoring framework, and reliability analysis.

- *Chapter 3* presents our architectural view on HCSs. This chapter also discusses the compute units collectives model and the task model, which are used throughout this thesis.

- *Chapter 4* describes the prototype implementation of our models, which provides a simulation testbed for evaluating HCSs’ building blocks.

- *Chapter 5* focuses on our contribution in the domain of compute units provisioning. We present quality-aware provisioning strategies based on some heuristic formation algorithms. We evaluate our approach with respect to the comparison of different provisioning strategies, and we study the sensitivity of the approach with respect to different optimization objectives.

- *Chapter 6* provides details of our contribution for HCS monitoring. We present various metrics constructs to characterize HCSs and utilize the concept of Quality of Data (QoD) to deal with the dynamics of HCSs. Based on these models, we present a distributed monitoring and adaptation framework for HCSs. Furthermore, we perform experiments to showcase the benefits of our framework.

- *Chapter 7* discusses our contribution in the domain of reliability analysis for hybrid human-machine computing. We discuss reliability models for individual compute units and compute units collectives, and we present in detail the methodology to measure the reliability of task executions performed by the provisioned compute units collectives. Moreover, we exemplify our reliability analysis in a simulated experiment and show how the reliability analysis is useful for improving system’s components.

- *Chapter 8* concludes this thesis and discusses future research directions in the context of hybrid human-machine computing.
State of The Art

In this chapter, we discuss the present state of the art in the area of human-machine computing. Within the context of this area, we then discuss related work with respect to our main contributions presented in this thesis, i.e., provisioning approaches, monitoring frameworks, and reliability analysis techniques.

2.1 Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems

In Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs), we deal with the interweaving of human-based compute units in the social-world, thing-based compute units in the physical-world, and software-based compute units in the cyber-world. In this section, first, we discuss techniques for virtualizing human-based and thing-based compute units, which enables the orchestration of these compute units together with software-based compute units. Afterwards, we discuss the landscape of existing systems consisting of diverse compute units.

2.1.1 Virtualizing Compute Units

Human capabilities have been incorporated into computing systems for solving complex problems since several years. Still, it is very challenging to program human capabilities due to limited techniques and tools. One of the main challenges is to have similar level of programmability for human-based compute units as we traditionally have with software. Traditionally, human computing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk and CrowdFlower, expose the capabilities of human-based services via a set of platform-specific APIs. Such approach, albeit useful for programming human capabilities, still lack necessary abstractions for developing general-purpose mixed human-machine applications. Some techniques have been proposed to virtualize human capabilities for enabling a more seamless integration of human-based compute units into application. AutoMan is an example of a human computing programming framework, which allows integrating...
human capabilities into a standard programming language as ordinary function calls intermixed freely with traditional software-based functions. Another platform providing virtualization of human capabilities is Jabberwocky [51]. In Jabberwocky, machines and people are both first class citizens. Furthermore, it allows combining human-based compute units from different sources, and provides a high level domain-specific language for task declaring, which is translated to a map-reduce pattern [52].

The aforementioned virtualization techniques focus on the task requester side, i.e., defining task requests utilizing human capabilities, and do not concentrate on virtualization techniques on the service provider side, i.e., defining provided capabilities that can be discovered and provisioned on-demand. The needs and challenges of harnessing and orchestrating thousands of human brains, so-called crowd services, in real time using standardized Web service interfaces have been highlighted in [53]. An approach for describing and publishing Human-Provided Services (HPS) using traditional Web services is proposed in [54]. Furthermore, teams of people could also be established and provisioned under the service model, called Social Compute Unit (SCU) [55], which enables the unification of human-based and software-based services with the introduction of the virtualization layer [56].

In the physical-world, techniques for virtualizing capabilities of thing-based compute units have also been developed. Recently, the concept of Sensing-and-Actuating-as-a-Service (SAaaS) [57] and Sensor-as-a-Service (SenaaS) [58] emerge to allow the integration of sensors, actuators, and stream data processing capabilities into a service-oriented architecture. A framework called Sensor Service Framework (SSF) [59] is put forward to provide device-neutral features and APIs for the sensor devices to be deployed as Web services. In [60], a RESTful architecture is proposed to expose capabilities of smart things. An Internet-of-Things virtualization framework is also presented in [58] to support sensor event processing and reasoning for connected objects by providing a semantic overlay of the underlying IoT cloud. A platform called servIoTicy [61] is developed as part of the COMPOSE project [62], which provides a rich set of features to store and process data through Web services, allowing objects, services and humans to access the information produced by the physical-world connected to the platform.

We have provided detailed human-machine virtualization techniques in our previous work presented in [46]. Our work presented in this thesis contributes the important building blocks of HCSs consisting of the underlying subsystems (e.g., human-based and machine-based subsystems), which provide compute units virtualization mechanisms.

2.1.2 Systems with Diverse Units

The intertwining of physical, cyber, and social worlds has been evolved in the past decade from multiple directions. For example, the coupling of cyber and physical worlds has been seen in systems known as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), which then further Internet-enabled by the advancement of Internet of Things (IoT). The next natural evolution of CPS and IoT is the Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSSs), which integrate the existing social-world into the loop [63]. Furthermore, we have also seen the development of collective intelligence systems as manifestations of the cyber-social world, which enhances
computing systems by harnessing the computational power of humans [24]. Recent advancements in the cyber-social systems fuse the entities and characteristics of the physical-world into actions, e.g., spatiotemporal behavior and interactions with physical-world objects [64]. Meanwhile, recent developments of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs), also allow the integration of people activities and physical-world entities into process-based applications.

We discuss and exemplify such systems as follows.

Cyber-Physical-Social Systems

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) consist of physical systems monitored, coordinated, controlled, and integrated by a computing and communication core [47]. A representative use-case of such CPS can be seen in a sport performance monitoring system, where athletes and their trainers collaborate and use measurement devices and supportive software-based analytic services to improve the performance of the athletes [25]. Other realizations of CPS are evident in many fields, such as in disaster and emergency managements, e.g., [26], healthcare, e.g., [65], and smart power grids, e.g., [66], to name a few.

With the dawn of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, such as IoT gateways (e.g., [67]), smart Things (e.g., [68, 69]), and software-defined IoT systems (e.g., [70]), it becomes possible to interconnect machines with smart embedded systems in Internet-scale, hence enabling the integration of the Things and the Cloud services.

Recent developments of CPS intensively include human actors in a socially connected world, which show the advent of Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSSs). Hence, a CPSS is a system orchestrating three subsystems: (i) the human-based systems, i.e., the social system containing human actors and their interconnected devices/agents and/or social platforms, (ii) the software-based systems, i.e., the cyber-world providing software-based services including the underlying infrastructures and platforms, either on-premise or in the Cloud, and (iii) the thing-based systems, i.e., the physical-world that including sensors, actuators, gateways and the underlying infrastructures at the edge. Some examples of such systems can be found in smart home scenarios, e.g., [27], manufacturing systems, e.g., [28], and military command and control systems, e.g., [71].

Collective Intelligence

Collective intelligence has emerged as interconnected groups of people and computers, collectively doing intelligent things [72]. Collective intelligence represents a class of systems fusing cyber and social worlds. Furthermore, recent advancements of collective intelligence blends the physical world into the ecosystem, hence yielding systems with similar characteristics as in the aforementioned Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSSs).

Notable examples of collective intelligence are the crowdsourcing platforms. According to [31], existing crowdsourcing scenarios can be categorized into three types:

i) contest crowdsourcing uses a contest to obtain the best available solution for a certain problem, such as in 99designs [48] and Threadless [73].
ii) *task marketplace crowdsourcing* is a type of platforms in which typically simple and unrelated tasks are posted by clients, while registered workers will choose and solve the tasks, e.g., CrowdFlower [49], and Amazon Mechanical Turk [16], and

iii) *bid crowdsourcing* is a platform where complex problems submitted by clients and the best bid from professionals will be chosen to solve the problems, e.g., InnoCentive [74], and TopCoder [75].

Furthermore, frameworks, such as Automan [50], Jabberwocky [51], and Turkomatic [76], enhance task marketplace crowdsourcing platforms so that more complex tasks and workflows can be executed by the crowdsourcing workers.

Several crowdsourcing approaches focus on the enterprise environment. Some elaborated lists of research agendas for enterprise crowdsourcing are presented in [77] and [78]. The distinction between public and enterprise crowdsourcing is discussed in [79], especially what factors affect the sustainability of the project’s community. Some examples of enterprise crowdsourcing solutions include CrowdEngineering [80] and PeopleCloud [81]. Moreover, some techniques have been proposed for utilizing social networks as workforce sources for enterprises, e.g., [18, 19, 82].

Other types of collective intelligence can also be identified according to their genomes [24], e.g., what gene (create or decide), who gene (crowd or hierarchy), and how gene (e.g., collect, contest, or collaborate). An example of a collective intelligence genome is a collection of artifacts created by a crowd, such as found in Wikipedia [13] and DBpedia [83].

*Social sensor* systems, where “humans as citizens in the ubiquitous Web acting as sensors and sharing their observations and views using mobile devices and Web 2.0 services” [84], are examples of collective intelligence in the physical world. Numerous research efforts have been done for achieving an effective social sensing in diverse problem domains [85]. Some examples of social sensor systems are real-time collective disaster detection system, e.g., [86], citizen participation for data collection, selection, and assessment, e.g., CrowdSC [23], and mixed IoT-citizen sensing in smart cities [87].

Furthermore, hybrid collective adaptive systems, e.g., [22], are also utilized as new methodologies for solving complex problems that requires both human knowledge and machine capabilities. Moreover, some efforts have also been done to leverage online human collaboration technologies to enhance thing-based systems, e.g., [64].

### Process-Aware Information Systems

A *Process-Aware Information System* (PAIS) is “a software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people, applications, and/or information sources on the basis of process models” [88]. Some examples of PAISs are workflow management systems (WFMS), process-aware groupware, enterprise information systems, etc.

In one of the de facto standards for business process modeling, *Web Services Business Process Execution Language* (BPEL) [30], people activities can be incorporated into processes using the *WS-BPEL extension for people* (BPEL4People) [29]. BPEL4People is based on *WS-HumanTask* [89], which defines the specification of human tasks, as well
as the programming interfaces and the protocol for advanced interaction with human
tasks. Another standard for specifying business process is Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN). In BPMN 2.0 [90], human involvements in a process can be modeled
using two different types of tasks, the user task, which is executed and managed by a
business process engine, and the manual task, which represents an out-of-bound human
task not managed by any business process engine.

Those constructions of traditional human tasks allow us to integrate people as compute
units into processes. However, they still lack capabilities to exploit the computational
power of online collective intelligence platforms. Firstly, they do not have a built-in
support for discovering potentials assignees from non-organizational workforces. To this
end, some approaches have been proposed to crowdsource tasks to collective intelligence
platforms such as social networks, e.g., [19, 31, 91]. Secondly, these traditional process-
oriented human tasks are typically executed by individuals. Other works, e.g., [32], extend
traditional business processes to enable task executions by a group of socially-connected
people. Moreover, traditional human task models for business processes do not allow
the service providers, i.e., the humans who provide functionalities, to define and publish
their capabilities as in typical service-oriented systems. To this end, some solutions are
proposed, e.g., in [54, 55].

The integration of the physical-world into business processes has been gaining a lot of
interest in the past few years. This integration is made possible by the service-enablement
of smart things in IoT using various virtualization techniques as we have discussed
previously, e.g., [59, 60, 58]. To model IoT capabilities within processes, new notational
concepts need to be defined. A number of projects have been carried out to realize the so-
called IoT-aware processes [92]. For example, several works such as [93, 94, 95, 96], have
been proposed to model the integration of IoT entities into processes using well-known
process modeling notations such as BPMN.

Such IoT-aware processes introduce novel challenges. To deal with IoT entities, a
process needs to deal with unreliable data from unreliable compute units in a highly
distributed manner. Furthermore, unlike traditional processes, which are typically
deterministic, an IoT-aware process needs to be adaptive, where activities can be triggered
based on detected events, or based on events generated by real time sensor data analysis
[97].

2.1.3 Characterizing Existing Systems
To this point, we have discussed the present state of the art of systems engaging diverse
units in physical, cyber, and social worlds. Such a landscape represents a very broad
spectrum of diverse systems. To have a better understanding of the landscape of
hybrid human-machine computing, here we characterize some systems based on several
dimensions.

From the aforementioned works, we select 29 systems, which have not only proposed
conceptual and design principles, but also running and evaluated systems. We characterize
these systems according to the following dimensions:
i) **Diversity** indicates whether the system contains units from physical-, cyber-, or social-worlds.

ii) **Coordination** shows whether the system is coordinated by an automated software component, e.g., a middleware, to manage the creation, distribution, and execution of tasks.

iii) **Task Model** represents the characteristic of the system having a well-defined task model containing one or more of the following task aspects:

   a) **Task Request** indicates whether tasks are requested explicitly by the consumers (human or application consumers), or implicitly created, e.g., based on the occurring events, or voluntary human actions.

   b) **Role** shows the existence of the notion of role in the task model. This is typically relevant, when the system employs a task model containing multiple activities, each executed by a compute unit.

   c) **Quality Model** indicates whether the task design and execution contains a quality control mechanism, which can be defined by the consumer by the notion of quality constraints (e.g., a Service Level Agreement), or specified by the system designer, or manually monitored and imposed by the task requester (i.e., results are manually reviewed).

   d) **Activity Dependency** indicates whether activities inside a task have interdependency to each others.

The summary of the characteristics of the aforementioned systems is shown in Table 2.1. Here, we exclude systems that do not have a well-defined task model or a similar construct.

Our work presented in this thesis focuses on dealing novel issues due to the incorporation of people in the social-world as compute units. Hence, our work focuses on cyber-social and cyber-physical-social systems. Moreover, instead of presenting a new breed of systems, our work deals with characteristics found in existing systems to lay out foundations necessary to develop building blocks of hybrid human-machine computing systems.

The purpose of this system characterization is not to provide a comprehensive survey on hybrid human-machine computing. Instead, we seek to understand the relevance of our main contributions in the context of a larger landscape. Based on the scope of our work discussed in Section 1.3, we focus on systems, which (i) include humans as compute units, (ii) are coordinated in an automated manner, and (iii) have a well-defined task models consisting of roles, quality models, and/or activity dependencies.

Based on our scope of work, the examples of systems of our concern within the presented landscape of hybrid human-machine computing are represented in grey-shaded rows in Table 2.1. However, there are some exceptions where our main contributions are partially less relevant to some systems according to their characteristics. First, our reliability analysis framework presented in Chapter 7 depends largely on the activity
### Process-Aware Information System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category / System Title</th>
<th>Refs</th>
<th>Diversity</th>
<th>Coordinated</th>
<th>Task Request**</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Quality Model***</th>
<th>Activity Dependency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Cyber</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- BPEL4People, WS-HumanTask</td>
<td>[29, 99]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- BPEL 2.0</td>
<td>[98]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PeopleCloud</td>
<td>[81]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>consumer-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Social Compute Unit (SCU)</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>consumer-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The Human-provided Services (HpS)</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>consumer-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IoT-Aware Processes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sensor Service Framework (SSF)</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- WoT Architecture</td>
<td>[90]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- servIoTicy &amp; COMPOSE</td>
<td>[81, 91]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- WSN-extension for BPMN</td>
<td>[90]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- IoT and native services for BPMN</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- BPMN-based WSN Application</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collective Intelligence

#### Task Marketplace Crowdsourcing
- Amazon Mechanical Turk                  | [98]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |
- Crowdflower                             | [98]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |

#### Bid Crowdsourcing
- Innocreative                            | [74]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | manual           |
- TopCoder                                | [73]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | manual           |

#### Contest Crowdsourcing
- 99Designs                                | [98]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | manual           |
- Threadless                               | [73]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | manual           |

#### Human Programming Platforms
- Automan                                  | [98]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | systems-driven   |
- Jabberwocky                              | [81]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        | ✓               |
- Turkomatic                               | [75]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |

#### Social Network as a Compute Unit
- Crowdsourcing for BPEL4People            | [10]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |
- Tweetflow                                | [92]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit |        |                   |

### Artifact Creation Collaboration
- Wikipedia                                 | [83]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | manual           |
- DBpedia                                  | [83]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | manual           |

### Cyber-Physical-Social Systems

#### CPS Applications
- CPSS for Smart Home                      | [27]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |
- CPSS for Production Network              | [29]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | consumer-driven     |
- CPSS for Command and Control             | [73]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | systems-driven     |

#### Social Sensors
- Smart City sensing using IoT & citizen   | [87]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Implicit | ✓                | systems-driven     |
- CrowdSC                                  | [29]  | ✓         | ✓           | ✓              | Explicit | ✓                | systems-driven     |

**Notes:**
* Coordinated: there exists a coordinator role in the system (a software component), which manages tasks creation, distribution and/or execution in an automated manner.

** Task Request:
- Explicit: consumers (humans or applications) explicitly request tasks.
- Implicit: no explicit requests from consumers, e.g., event-driven tasks, or voluntary actions.

** Quality Model:
- Consumer-driven: qualities are automatically controlled/enhanced based on consumer requirements
- System-driven: qualities are automatically controlled/enhanced based on pre-defined system objectives

Table 2.1: Examples of Existing Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems
dependencies during task execution. Hence, systems without the notion of activity dependencies are not relevant for our reliability analysis framework. Second, our provisioning framework discussed in Chapter 5 is a quality-aware provisioning framework, which honors the quality constraint specification. Although, the provisioning framework can still operate without a set of specified quality requirements, systems that do not have support for a quality model, or have only manual quality control, are not the focus of interest of our provisioning framework.

In the following sections, we discuss some research gaps in the current state of the art, and how our main contributions fill the gaps.

2.2 Related Work in Provisioning of Compute Units

Cloud-based Provisioning

In general, provisioning means the act or process of supplying or providing something [98]. In the context of Cloud-based computing, a provisioning process covers necessary activities to provide requisite compute units for performing a computation in an automatic or semi-automatic manner.

By that definition, a provisioning process for Cloud-based systems may encompass a broad range of activities, such as services provisioning covering the whole service lifecycle, including service construction, deployment, and operation (e.g., [99]), (virtual) machines provisioning (e.g., [100]), and storage provisioning (e.g., [101]).

In the context of software-based services, such as in workflow and mashup technologies, research on services composition has been going through a long history with partially success stories [102]. Service composition comprises all processes required to provide added-value services from existing services [38]. These include, to name a few, notational modeling, interaction protocol, service level agreement and quality of services, the formation (i.e., selection) of compute units, deployment, and execution [38].

In IoT systems, provisioning activities include deploying IoT devices and the required artifacts (e.g., libraries) to run an application on the devices, e.g., [103]. INOX [104], a managed service platform for IoT, is proposed to provide IoT provisioning capabilities such as a flexible service deployment and a technique for virtualizing edge devices. Research on IoT discovery services has also gained interests. For example, in [105], a technique for discovering IoT services based on semantic matchmaking is proposed.

Techniques for managing a pool of compute units are domain-specific. In our work, the capabilities to discover, deploy, and managed the underlying compute units are abstracted into the so-called compute unit manager (see Section 3.1.2), which is utilized during the provisioning of compute units. Our contribution in the provisioning domain, as presented in Chapter 5, focuses to tackle issues related to the formation of compute units collectives, which incorporates both, machine-based compute units (i.e., software-based compute units and thing-based compute units), and human-based compute units.
Formation of Compute Units Collectives

A compute units collective is a group of compute units selected and deployed on demand for executing a requested task. Depending on the system and application domain, the formation of compute units collectives may contain a mix of human-based compute units, software-based compute units (e.g., software-based services), or thing-based compute units (e.g., IoT services). Many algorithms have been proposed for constraint-satisfying formation of compute units, especially in the context of Web service composition. Some of these algorithms employ certain heuristics to perform optimized formation, such as tabu search and simulated annealing [106], genetic algorithm [107], and integer programming [108].

In the context of IoT systems, several techniques have been proposed for discovering and selecting IoT devices or services, e.g., [109] and [110]. Unlike traditional service composition approaches, which usually focus on the problems of functional composition of services, IoT service platforms typically also focus on data processing scalability [61].

One of the contribution of our work is in the domain of human team formation optimization. In the context of this social-world, some approaches for team formation based on the fuzzy concept have been proposed, e.g., [111, 112]. Other works, such as [113, 114, 115, 116], also take the social network of the team member candidates into consideration.

Our work in the domain of formation of compute units collectives provides an optimized selection of compute units to perform tasks according to a set of specified requirements. Our work differs from the aforementioned works in the following aspects: (i) we combine the formation of human-based and machine-based compute units, (ii) we model optimization objectives in multiple dimensions, in particular, we exemplify our formation optimization in four dimensions: functional capabilities, connectedness, response time, and cost, (iii) we utilize the fuzzy concept to model the properties of compute units, and (iv) we employ some heuristics, especially Ant Colony optimization and greedy-based optimization, to form the compute units collective.

2.3 Related Work in Monitoring Framework

Monitoring Framework

Many techniques and tools for machine-based compute units have been developed for monitoring on various layers [117]. Monitoring tools on traditional distributed systems, i.e., grids and clusters, e.g., [118, 119], have been extended to cope with the Cloud characteristics [117], e.g., [120, 121].

Unlike the machine-based counterpart, there are not so many works carried out for monitoring the execution of human-based computing. The focus of existing research in this area is to develop quality improving techniques, which are typically domain-specific [36]. In PAIS with human tasks support, some tools, e.g., [122], are provided to monitor human tasks and their execution states, and to allow administrators to perform manual actions when necessary.
We position these related machine-based and human-based monitoring tools as the underlying interfaces for capturing events and metrics to be used in our proposed framework for a system-wide HCS monitoring, which allows creating more useful metrics by enabling correlation of diverse metrics from the underlying events and metrics.

Characterizing HCS

Metrics in software-based systems, including the underlying infrastructures, have been extensively studied, e.g., in [123, 124]. Although much less studied, metrics for people as computing units have also been proposed, e.g., in [36]. In thing-based systems, many works center around streams of metrics produced by the sensors (e.g., temperatures, locations, etc.). However, not many works have been published to define the metrics representing the qualities of the system itself. Some work, e.g., [125], propose metrics for improving the quality of the thing-based systems.

Quality of Data (QoD) plays a crucial role, especially in systems such as HCSs, where electronic data are ubiquitous. The majority of authors in the domain of QoD typically consider QoD from a basic set of quality dimensions: accuracy, completeness, consistency, and timeliness [126]. In our work, we apply the accuracy and timeliness (data rate and freshness) dimensions of QoD to enable more efficient data delivery in HCS monitoring.

The notion of composable metrics have also been proposed, e.g., in [127, 128]. These works focus on composable metrics in homogeneous systems. Our monitoring framework presented in this thesis deals with correlating and composing metrics from thing-based, software-based, and human-based systems.

2.4 Related Work in Reliability Analysis

Reliability of Human-Machine Computing

Quality controls have become one of the challenging obstacles in human-based computing, especially in the advent of crowdsourcing model [36]. Many approaches have been proposed to improve the reliability of human-based computing systems, especially with respect to the quality of results, e.g., [129, 130, 131]. These works deal with the reliability-improving approaches for simple tasks that can be assigned to individuals. Our reliability analysis framework focuses on more complex tasks executed by a collective of humans and machines, and how to measure the reliability of the task execution.

In the context of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS), where human tasks can be included, several techniques have been proposed to measure quality properties, especially reliability. In [132] and [133], the authors proposed a mathematical model to compute the quality of services by applying reduction rules to a workflow until an atomic task is obtained, and then the reliability is estimated based on formula $1 - (\text{successful executions/scheduled executions})$. Hence, this value only provides an estimation of reliability for the next task execution, while our reliability analysis approach provides a mechanism to estimate the reliability in a discrete time space. Furthermore,
our framework allows reliability analysis for machine-based and human-based compute units obtained from a large pool of resources.

Several techniques for Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) have been developed in other disciplines such as safety and ergonomic engineering using a probabilistic model, e.g., [134], or using a cognitive theory, e.g., [135]. More advance approaches, e.g., [136], propose techniques to measure human performance reliability in real-time and on-line manner. Several works have also been conducted to formally model human behavior in computing systems, e.g., [137]. In our proposed reliability analysis framework, we adopt technique to measure the reliability of individual units on a task-basis using a failure rate parameter. This parameter can be obtained from these HRA techniques.

Reliability of Large Scale Systems
Research on the reliability of large scale systems, such as grid systems, e.g., [138, 139], and cloud services, e.g., [140, 141], has gained a lot of interest. These works proposed some models to analyze the reliability of hardware and software systems and proposed techniques to improve systems’ fault tolerance. Some algorithms have also been proposed to solve non-trivial reliability equations as discussed in Section 7.3.2. However, to the best of our knowledge, currently there are no published works that provide models for the reliability analysis of hybrid human-machine systems as proposed in this thesis.

2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the state of the art in the area of human-machine computing. First, we presented the existing underlying virtualization techniques enabling the computation by hybrid human-machine compute units. Afterwards, we discussed the landscape of existing hybrid human-machine computing systems, such as found in Cyber-Physical-Social Systems, Collective Intelligence Systems and Process-Aware Information Systems with human tasks. Upon this landscape, we laid out the scope of systems of our concern.

Furthermore, in this chapter we discussed some works related to the domain of our main contributions, i.e., existing techniques for provisioning of compute units, existing monitoring framework, and reliability analysis techniques.
Different manifestations of Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs) have different characteristics and application models. In this chapter, we present our models on such systems with respect to the overall architectural view as well as the application model. Our models presented in this chapter lay out a foundational abstraction, which is used in the remainder of this thesis.

In this thesis, we focus on a class of HCSs employing a centralistic and task-oriented approach, i.e., systems that have a role of orchestrators to control and manage the distribution and execution of task requests. In the remainder of this thesis we simply refer to HCS as this class of such system. Such a class can be found in coordinated CPSSs, task-based collective intelligence systems, as well as in PAIS with human-based tasks, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.

3.1 Architectural View

In this section, we present our view on the coordinated and task-oriented HCSs, and present a conceptual runtime architecture containing necessary building blocks for such HCSs.

3.1.1 System View on Coordinated HCSs

We envisage HCSs as systems virtualizing the capability of humans, software, and things, as services [46]. As shown in Fig. 3.1 in such a system, an orchestrator coordinates the assignment and distribution of software-, human-, and thing-based tasks to the available and suitable services.

In such a system, while a consumer application is running, it instantiates tasks for fulfilling certain functions in the application. The tasks are then submitted to the orchestrator, so that the required compute units collective containing a mixed of human-based, and machine-based compute units can be provisioned to execute the tasks.
In a complex system containing thing-based subsystems, IoT gateways may also publish sensor data from the things through a sensor data bus (e.g., a messaging bus using CoAP, MQTT, XMPP, etc.) to software-based compute units, or to human-based compute units utilizing a human-friendly dashboard shown by a UI agent. In a typical scenario, during the execution of the tasks, a human- or software-based service may decide to make adjustments on the thing-based systems (e.g., sensor update rates) due to the incoming sensor data events. Such adjustment requests can then be translated (e.g., by an orchestrator) into another thing-based task and sent to the corresponding machine.

We discuss the architecture of HCS runtime middleware, which plays the role as an orchestrator in the following subsection.

### 3.1.2 Runtime Architecture of HCSs

Realizations of HCSs differ from one system to another. Here, we discuss a conceptual runtime architecture, which comprises necessary building blocks for coordinated and task-oriented HCSs as depicted in Fig. 3.2. This conceptual runtime architecture provides
an understanding on how an HCS runs. Moreover, this conceptual runtime architecture also portrays the position of our main contributions presented in this thesis in the overall hybrid human-machine computing ecosystem. Furthermore, we use this architecture as a foundation for our prototype implementation presented in Chapter 4.

In a task-oriented HCS, a runtime phase starts when a consumer (e.g., a client application or a human client) sends an instance of a task request, which is then scheduled for execution by a task manager. In a diverse system such as an HCS, the scheduling technique is domain-specific, and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

When a task is ready for execution, a provisioning request is sent to the provisioning framework, which then forms a compute units collective by selecting suitable compute units discovered by a compute unit manager (details of the provisioning framework is discussed in Chapter 5). Once the compute units collective is formed, it is then deployed to the corresponding runtime environments, where the assigned compute units can execute the task according to their roles (details of tasks and roles is in Section 3.3).

A compute unit manager is a component in an HCS capable of managing compute units, either in the Cloud or on-premise. A compute units manager manages the profiles of the compute units, e.g., their functional and non-functional properties. Examples of such a compute units manager are application-specific, e.g., crowdsourcing platform or a social network platform for human-based compute units, web service brokers for software-based compute units, or IoT Cloud managers for thing-based compute units.

One of main functionalities of a compute units manager is to provide a discovery service to find compute units suitable for a particular role for executing a task. More formally, given a set of all compute units $\mathcal{U}$, a set of requested capability functionalities, $\mathcal{C}p^r$, and a set of requested constraints, $\mathcal{C}^r$, a discovery service returns suitable compute units, $\mathcal{U}' = \{u_i|\forall u_i, u_i \in \mathcal{U} \land Sim(\mathcal{C}p^{u_i}, \mathcal{C}p^r) \land Comply(P^{u_i}, \mathcal{C}^r)\}$, where $\mathcal{C}p^{u_i}$ is the set of capabilities owned by $u_i$, $P^{u_i}$ is the non-functional properties of $u_i$, $Sim$ is a predicate representing a similarity match, and $Comply$ is a compliance checking function according
to compliant operators defined for $C'$. An example of a capability similarity matching for human-based compute units is provided in [12]. For machine-based compute units such as software-based services, a semantic matchmaking based on the service description (i.e., input, behavior, and output) can be employed to decide the functionality matching [13].

Similar to the compute unit manager, runtime environments are also specific for different application models and different types of compute units. For example, it can be a collaboration platform (e.g., message-oriented such as email, or artifact-oriented such as online file collaboration platform), or a workflow engine with support of human tasks and sensor tasks, or a managed cyber-physical-social runtime platform.

During the lifetime of the tasks, the monitoring framework captures events and raw metrics from the monitoring interfaces of running compute units and from the runtime environments. These events and raw metrics may represent the behavior of a particular compute unit, a particular compute units collective, or a particular task execution, as well as the behavior of the overall system. The monitoring framework processes these events and raw metrics to produce requested metrics, which provide insights for the consumer to evaluate and improve system components. These metrics can also be used by an adaptation engine to reason about actions, e.g., to re-provision one or more failing compute unit or to reconfigure the runtime environments, which can be necessary to achieve correct functioning of the system. We detail the monitoring framework in Chapter 6.

During runtime or after runtime, we may need to perform some analytics to obtain deeper comprehension of the system. In this thesis, we focus on analytics to obtain the reliability metrics of the system, as one of the important quality metrics in HCSs. The metrics required for reliability measurement are obtained from the monitoring framework, and the resulting reliability metrics then can be fed back to the monitoring framework for further processing, e.g., for adaptation. This reliability analysis for HCSs is discussed in Chapter 7.

### 3.2 Model of Compute Units Collectives

We use the notion of compute units collective as an abstraction representing the composition of collaborative human-based and machine-based compute units that applications need to execute a complex computing task. In today’s Internet-based computing landscape, such compute units collectives can be dynamically provisioned on-demand from the Cloud or on-premise. Some examples of such compute units pools include (i) for human-based compute units, task-based crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., in [15, 16, 17]), collections of experts on social networks (e.g., in [18, 19, 20, 21]), and enterprise compute units pools (e.g., in [14]), (ii) for software-based compute units, cloud-based software-based services provisioning (e.g., [13]), and (iii) for thing-based compute units, the emerging IoT Cloud systems (e.g., [68, 69, 70]).

In this section, we present a model describing the on-demand provisioning of compute units collectives, and we discuss some compute units’ properties, which are necessary for the execution of the requested tasks.
3.2.1 Compute Units Collectives Provisioning Model

In task-oriented HCSs, we deal with compute units collectives provisioned on-demand to execute tasks. Here, we discuss a typical compute units collective provisioning model, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The requested task contains a set of required roles, \( \text{Role}_x \), which need to be fulfilled (see Section 3.3.1). Each role executes certain activities for the task, \( \text{Act}_x \). For each role, a set of requirements, \( \text{Req}_x \), can be defined to guide the discovery and selection of the compute units (see Section 3.3.2), e.g., the requirements may contain a set of qualifications for discovering compute units. Qualified compute units are composed to form a compute units collective to fulfill each role defined in the task request.

Compute units qualified to perform a particular role are discovered from diverse compute units pools. These discovered compute units may represent two types of compute units groups: (i) a static set (i.e., pre-defined) of compute units, e.g., in the case of in-house provisioning, or (ii) a dynamic set of standby compute units, which can be
assigned to a particular role on-demand, e.g., in the case of on-demand provisioning such as cloud-based services provisioning or crowdsourced human-based compute units provisioning.

3.2.2 Properties of Compute Units

Each compute unit has its own properties, which define the functional and non-functional characteristics of the compute unit. These properties are important during the provisioning of compute units collectives so that we could discover and select only compute units that meet requirement constraints. Furthermore, some properties of compute units may also dynamically change from time to time representing useful metrics that needs to be monitored.

Functional Capabilities

A functional capability (or a capability for short) of a compute unit represents its ability to perform certain function. It can be, for example, a functional service provided by a machine-based compute unit, e.g., a temperature sensing service, a software-based data analytic service, etc, or a certain skill provided by a human-based compute unit, e.g., a problem investigation skill, a content generation skill, etc.

A compute unit, \( u \), has a set of capabilities, \( C_{pu} = \{(cp_1, x_1), (cp_2, x_2), \ldots\} \). The capability type, \( cp_i \), defines the kind of function that the compute unit has or is endowed with, and \( x_i \) represent its capability level. There are two types of capability level, a boolean capability (i.e., it has or does not have the capability, in this case \( x_i \) always equals to 1, since we could simply omit non-existent capabilities) and a non-discrete capability level, e.g., \((0, 1]\), which defines a floating value representing the quality of the function. Non-discrete capability level \( x_i \) may be defined using different approaches. For example, it can be calculated based on a qualification test or based on a statistical measurement such as the acceptance rate \([16]\).

Non-Functional Properties

A compute unit, \( u \), may also has a set of non-functional properties, \( P_{pu} = \{(p_1, x_1), (p_2, x_2), \ldots\} \). The property type \( p_i \), defines the type of property that characterizes the unit such as performance, cost, location, etc. The value of the property \( x_i \) can be a static value, e.g., string or numeric values, but it can also be a function of a certain parameter, e.g., the estimated response time for a particular task.

Although our contributions presented in this thesis are flexible and extensible with respect to the reckoned compute units’ properties, here we discuss some important properties, which are generally common for both human-based, and machine-based compute units, and are used to exemplify our provisioning framework discussed in Chapter\([5]\).
**Response Time** For any compute unit \( u \) for executing a task \( t \), a measured or estimated response time can be provided, i.e., \( \text{time} : (u, t) \mapsto \mathbb{R}_{>0} \). An estimation of response time can be affected by the job queuing and assignment model, such as based on a maximum number of concurrent jobs (e.g., [16]), using a work queue approach commonly found in workflow management systems (e.g., [145]), or using a project scheduling approach considering the time availability of the candidates (e.g., [111]). The response time of a compute units collective \( \mathcal{U} \) to execute a task \( t \), i.e., \( \text{time} : (\mathcal{U}, t) \mapsto \mathbb{R}_{>0} \), can be defined as the time since the task \( t \) is requested until all the participating compute units in \( \mathcal{U} \) have completed their roles in the task. Hence, it depends on the execution sequence of the task (see Section 3.3.4).

**Cost** Each compute unit \( u \) may specify its expected cost to perform a task \( t \), which is modeled as a function of the task, \( \text{cost} : (u, t) \mapsto \mathbb{R}_{>0} \). This function, for example, can be based on the estimated computing duration and the hourly cost. The cost for a compute units collective \( \mathcal{U} \) to execute a task \( t \) can then be calculated based on the cost aggregation of its members, e.g., \( \text{cost} : (\mathcal{U}, t) = \sum_{u \in \mathcal{U}} \text{cost}(u, t) \).

**Connectedness** The success of a compute units collective also depends highly on the connectedness of its constituent compute units. For example, in the context of machine-based compute units, the network connectivity affects the performance, while in human-based compute units, the social relationship, e.g., whether they have worked together in the past, may also affect the performance of the group [144].

We define a connectedness graph as an ordered pair \( \mathcal{G} = (\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}) \), where \( \mathcal{U} \) represents a pool of available compute units, and \( \mathcal{E} \) represents a set of weighted undirected edges between two different compute units in \( \mathcal{U} \). We define an edge \( e = \{u_1, u_2\} \in \mathcal{E} \) as an indication that \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) have certain relationship.

The type of relationship between compute units to be considered is domain specific. As an illustrative example, in the context of human-based compute units, the weight of the edge, \( \text{weight}(e) \), can be defined as an integer number that represents the number of successful task completions, where both compute units have worked together, subtracted by the number of unsuccessful task completions. This weighting approach allows us to give penalty to, for example, malicious workers.

A compute units collective and its connectedness can be represented as a graph \( \mathcal{G}' = (\mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}') \), where \( \mathcal{U}' \subset \mathcal{U} \), \( \mathcal{E}' \subset \mathcal{E} \), so that \( \mathcal{E}' \) is the maximum subset of \( \mathcal{E} \) that connects all compute units in \( \mathcal{U}' \). Hence, for example, we can measure the connectedness of \( \mathcal{G}' \) as the average weighted degree of all nodes:

\[
\text{conn}(\mathcal{G}') = \frac{\sum_{e \in \mathcal{E}'} 2 \cdot \text{weight}(e)}{|\mathcal{U}'|} \tag{3.1}
\]
3.3 Task Model

Our work centers around tasks executed by compute units collectives. The task model used in our work is motivated by some requirements, which are necessary for developing our main contributions. More specifically, our provisioning framework (see Chapter 5), monitoring framework (see Chapter 6), and reliability analysis framework (see Chapter 7), require a task model with the following features:

- A task contains a set of (one or more) activities, which represent actions to be performed by compute units with particular goals or deliverables.

- For distinguishing the function of each compute unit while performing activities in the task, a set of roles should be defined and associated to each activities. The provisioning framework fulfill the roles for performing activities by selecting suitable compute units.

- A set of constraints, i.e., functional capabilities and non-functional requirements, is required to govern the selection of compute units to be included in the assigned compute units collective, and to monitor and control the quality of the task execution. Such constraints could be specified in either task-level, or activity-/role-level.

- Furthermore, the selection of compute units could also be controlled by a set of multi-dimensional objectives, e.g., cost-optimized vs time-optimized objectives, which can be used to optimize the provisioning of compute units.

- The reliability analysis of a compute units collective requires an information on the structure of the compute units collective with respect to the dependency of its constituent compute units. Hence, the task model should provide the dependency of compute units according to the activity they perform.

Hence, our task model is a 4-tuple, \( t = (A, R, C, O) \), where \( A \) is a set of activities, \( R \) is a set of roles and their requirements, \( C \) is a set of constraints representing requirements on the task-level, and \( O \) is a set of provisioning objectives. The structure of our task model is described in the meta-model shown in Fig. 3.4. We discuss the constructs of activities, roles, and constraints in the following subsections. The provisioning optimization objective is discussed in Section 5.3. Furthermore, we discuss the dependencies of activities in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1 Task Structure

Tasks for different systems may have different structures and granularities. For example, in a typical service-based composition, e.g., [29][143], or in a microtask crowdsourcing platform, e.g., [16], a task corresponds to a single activity executed by one compute unit. However, in a collaborative landscape, e.g. [144][14], a complex task may contain multiple activities executed by multiple compute units in a collaborative work.
Here, we employ a role-based task model, where we could define a set of roles, $R$, for executing a task. A task also contains a set of activities, $A$, where each activity must be executed by one or more roles. The activities are defined as $A = \{(a_1, \{r_1^1, r_1^2, \ldots\}), (a_2, \{r_2^1, r_2^2, \ldots\}), \ldots\}$, where $\forall r_i^j, r_i^k \in R$, and $a_i$ is the definition of the activity, e.g., including the title, description, goals, deliverables, etc., which is domain-specific.

Each role in the task is fulfilled by a compute unit. In some circumstances, e.g., for improving fault tolerance, multiple redundant compute units may also be assigned to a single role. Furthermore, for each role, we could also define functional and non-functional requirements.

The roles of the task, $R$, is a set of roles containing their description and requirements, and $C$ is a set of constraints representing non-functional requirements on the task-level, which both are discussed in the following subsection.

### 3.3.2 Task Requirement

We envisage an HCS, which allows consumers to specify their requirements that represent constraints for the compute units collectives provisioning and task execution. The task requirements defines the functional requirements, i.e., the capabilities required to perform a role in the task, as well the non-functional requirements.

#### Fuzzy Quality Requirement

In the context of human-based computing, due to the imprecise nature of human work, defining a precise constraint can be troublesome for consumers. Here, we propose to model quality requirements using fuzzy concept [146][147]. For example, instead of saying “I need an electrical engineer with a problem solving qualification $\geq 0.75$”, the consumer could say “I need an electrical engineer with a good problem solving skill”. For a given fuzzy quality $q$ (e.g., $q = \text{good}$), we could measure the fuzzy grade of membership of a compute unit using the function $\mu_q : \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \rightarrow [0..1]$. This fuzzy quality concept can be applied to any functional and non-functional requirements when necessary depending
on the problem domain. Although fuzzy quality requirement can be applied to any non-discrete properties, in our work, we exemplify this fuzzy concept mainly to model the consumer requirements with respect to the capabilities and connectedness. The technique we use to utilize the fuzzy concept for provisioning compute units collectives is discussed in Section 5.3.1.

Functional Capability Requirement

A task contains one or more roles, which must be fulfilled to run activities defined to accomplish the task. For each role, the consumer defines a set of required capabilities. Our provisioning framework provisions a compute units collective for the task, where each member of the compute units collective with the required capabilities assigned to a role in the task.

More formally, a task $t$ consists of a set of roles $R = \{(r_1, C_{p1}, C_r1), (r_2, C_{p2}, C_r2), ...\}$. Here, $r_i$ is the description of the role, e.g., title, presentation, etc., and $C_{p1} = \{(cp1, q1), (cp2, q2), ...\}$ defines a set of required capabilities to perform role $r_i$, where $cp_i$ defines the type of function that the role requires, and the required capability quality $q_i = 1$, for boolean capabilities, or $q_i = (0, 1]$, for non-discrete capabilities (see Section 3.2.2).

Furthermore, a non-discrete capability quality can also be defined using the fuzzy qualities, e.g., $q_i = fair | good | very | good$.

$C_{r_i}$ and $C$ define the constraints representing non-functional requirements for role $r_i$ and for task-level, respectively, as follows.

Non-Functional Requirement

Non-functional requirements define constraints, to which the compute units collective provisioning and the task execution must comply. Non-functional constraints can be applied on a role-level (i.e., $C_{r_i}$ defines constraints for role $r_i$), which limits the selection of a compute unit for the role, and on a task-level (i.e., $C$ defines constraints for the task), which controls the overall compute units collective provisioning and task execution. A set of constraints, $C_{r_i}$ or $C$, is defined as $\{(p_1, op_1, q_1), (p_2, op_2, q_2), ...\}$, where $p_i$ is the required property type, $op_i$ is a constraint compliant operator such as less than, more than, equals to, between, etc, and $q_i$ is a constraining quality value(s), again, either $q_i = 1$, or $q_i = (0, 1]$, or $q_i = fair | good | very | good$.

Examples of non-functional requirements on a role-level include, but not limited to, the individual cost, the location, and also the availability of the compute unit. Another example of a non-functional requirement typically found for human-based compute units is the success rate, which can be measured from the history of previous task assignments.

A task-level requirement defines a constraint against an aggregated property of the compute units collective while executing the task. For example, we could define a cost limit constraint, which limits the sum of costs imposed by every participating compute units, i.e., given a task $t$ with cost limit $costLimit$, the selected compute units collective members $\mathcal{U} = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_n\}$, must satisfy $\sum_{u \in \mathcal{U}} cost(u, t) \leq costLimit$. 32
### Table 3.1: An example of a task specification

A **deadline** constraint is also a common non-functional requirement, which define the maximum time all participating compute units must complete their roles. The final completion time of a task also depends on the execution sequence of the activities (see Section 3.3.4). For example, if all the activities within the task are executed fully in parallel, given a task $t$ with a deadline constraint $\text{deadline}$, the provisioned compute units collective, $U' = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\}$, must satisfy $\max_{u \in U'} time(u, t) \leq \text{deadline}$.

Furthermore, a **connectedness** constraint is also an example of task-level non-functional requirement, which defines how well the participating compute units should be interconnected to each others. We can also use a fuzzy linguistic variable to define a connectedness constraint, e.g., the consumer may say “I want to have a compute units collective with fair connectedness”.

#### 3.3.3 Task Sample

To illustrate our task model, Table 3.1 shows an example of a task specification with its roles, activities, and functional and non-functional requirements. We do not aim to propose a new formal visual or textual representation of a task. Instead, our task model serves as an abstraction to be used in building necessary building blocks for HCSs. For example, in our provisioning framework (Chapter 5) and reliability analysis framework (Chapter 7), we use mathematical models based on the task model presented in this section to develop our algorithms and frameworks. Furthermore, in our prototype implementation (Chapter 4), we use JSON notation to realize this task model.
3.3.4 Collective Dependency

The execution of tasks by compute units collectives may employ different patterns, which represent activity sequences, depending on the problem domain and on the runtime systems. Some examples of such patterns include (i) *single unit*, where a compute unit executes individually on different tasks, (ii) *pipeline*, where the members of a compute units collective execute the task sequentially one after another, (iii) *parallel*, where the task is split into subtasks, assigned to compute units collective’s members, and the results are merged back after they finish (e.g., in [76]), (iv) *fault-tolerant*, where the task execution is made redundant and the result is selected from the aggregation of the results (e.g., in [148]), and (iv) *shared artifacts*, where the members of compute units collectives works collaboratively over some objects shared among all compute units collective’s members (e.g., in [149]).

One of the effect of these patterns to the compute units collective provisioning is that each pattern may require different ways to measure the compute units collective’s properties. For example, given a task $t$, and a compute units collective $U = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_n\}$, the response time of the pipeline pattern may be defined as $\sum_{u \in U} time(u, t)$, while the response time of the parallel pattern may be defined as $\max_{u \in U} time(u, t)$, where $time(u, t)$ is the time required by the compute unit $u$ to execute the task $t$.

Here, we introduce a more robust model, the collective dependency model, to describe the execution of tasks by compute units collectives. We are motivated by the understanding that members of a compute units collective depend on each others in order to execute the task effectively. In particular, this model features the following traits:

i) it allows defining dependencies between activities,

ii) it defines the association of activities to the required roles,

iii) it defines which sources of compute units can be assigned to roles, and

iv) it allows the definition of alternative executions, i.e., alternative dependencies between activities, and alternative assignments of different compute units sources to roles.

When running a particular task, each constituent compute unit participates in a certain role by executing the assigned activity. Our model is based on the dependencies among compute units while performing activities to define the interrelationships between these compute units.

Each activity in a task provides a deliverable that can be consumed by other activities. Hence, each activity depends on all of its dependencies so that it can be successfully accomplished. Furthermore, we also introduce alternate activity dependencies, where an activity can be accomplished after at least $n$ of its dependencies have provided the required deliverables.

In this collective dependency model, we define an activity dependency graph as an acyclic graph $G_{dep} = (\mathcal{A}, \mathcal{E})$, where $\mathcal{A}$ is the set of activities executed by the compute units collective, and $\mathcal{E}$ is the set of dependencies between activities in $\mathcal{A}$. Furthermore,
for each activity we define the role(s) associated to the activity, and for each role we define possible source(s) for the compute unit assignments, which can be a Cloud of compute units, or an on-premise compute units pool. Sources of compute units may represent either a fixed static set of compute units, or a group of compute units which are dynamically discovered and selected (see Section 3.2.1). Similar to alternate activity dependencies, alternate assignment sources can also be defined, where at least m assigned compute units from different sources must successfully perform the role.

The mechanism to obtain the collective dependency for a particular system is domain-specific. The application designer can define the collective dependency from the ground up, but it can also more practically be implied from the application design. For example, in a process-based application, such dependency can be inferred from the workflow. In a crowdsourced-based application, the dependency can be deduced from the relationships between the microtasks, e.g., [76].

Returning to our previous scenario in infrastructure maintenance, in Fig. 3.5 we show an example of a collective dependency for detecting facility breakdown as well as the associated roles and possible sources of units assignments.
3.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents our models, which describe the characteristics of an HCS for executing tasks. First, we discussed architectural models of an HCS, which represent a coordination view and a runtime view of the system. Second, we defined the notion of compute units collectives representing groups of compute units assigned to execute tasks. Afterwards, we presented task models, which define the structure and the requirements of a task, as well as the dependency between activities within a task. These models lay out a foundation abstraction used in this thesis.
Runtime and Analytics Platform for Hybrid Computing Systems

We have developed a platform, namely *Runtime and Analytics for Hybrid Computing Systems* (RAHYMS), as a prototype of our proposed architecture and models. This platform is open-source and available on GitHub\(^1\).

The platform serves as a proof-of-concept to showcase a realization of a quality-aware and reliable HCS. Particularly, the platform is useful for (i) providing a tool for HCSs management, where the involved stakeholders could model, execute, and evaluate different system components and behaviors, (ii) providing a simulation testbed for evaluating HCS’ building blocks.

This platform can be operated in two modes, i.e., (i) *interactive mode*, where compute units, tasks, and compute units collectives can be managed interactively, either programmatically trough provided APIs or manually using a web-based UI, and (ii) *simulation mode*, where compute units and tasks are generated and simulated based on used-defined configurations.

In the subsequent chapters, we use this platform to evaluate our proposed provisioning framework (Section 5.6), monitoring framework (Section 6.5), and reliability analysis framework (Section 7.4).

### 4.1 Prototype Architecture

We developed our platform based on the conceptual HCS runtime architecture discussed in Section 3.1.2. We realized the architecture by building runtime components using Java for both, interactive, and simulation modes. The main components of the architecture, discussed in Section 3.1.2, are reused for both interactive, and simulation modes. The prototype architecture for interactive mode is shown in Fig. 4.1, while the prototype

\(^1\)https://github.com/tuwiendsg/RAHYMS
architecture for the simulation mode is depicted in Fig. 4.2. Here, the main components are shown as white boxes, while the components for interactive and simulation modes are shown as blue and green boxes, respectively.

**Main Components**

As a proof-of-concept, a task manager is implemented using a simple round-robin scheduler. The compute unit manager is developed to maintain the profiles of the compute units (i.e., their functional and non-functional properties and connectedness).

A runtime environment is created to manage the compute units collectives provisioned by the HCS. In a real-world implementation, such a runtime environment may also include features such as a collaboration platform, which enables exchanges of information among compute units in a running compute units collective.

The provisioning framework, the monitoring framework, and the reliability analysis framework are the main contribution of this thesis and discussed in Chapter 5, 6, and 7 respectively. The monitoring framework adopts an event-based approach (see Section 6.3) and is implemented using Esper\(^2\) complex event processing (CEP) engine. And the adaptation engine utilized by the monitoring framework (see Section 6.4) is developed based on Drools rule engine\(^3\).

**Interactive Components**

In the interactive mode, the task management, the unit management, as well as to the compute units collective management capabilities are exposed through REST APIs (refer to Appendix A.3.1 for more detail) developed using Jetty server\(^4\) and Apache CXF framework\(^5\). A consumer application can interact with the platform through these APIs programmatically.

Additionally, we expose these capabilities on a web-based UI, developed using AngularJS framework\(^6\) as a playground for the consumers. The sending of the tasks to compute units is achieved using SmartCom framework \(^1\), which enables virtualized communication among diverse types of compute units.

**Simulation Components**

For the simulation mode, we developed a discrete-event simulation platform based on GridSim framework \(^2\), which allows the execution of runtime components in a

\(^{1}\) http://esper.codehaus.org
\(^{2}\) http://www.drools.org/
\(^{3}\) http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/
\(^{4}\) https://cxf.apache.org/
\(^{5}\) https://angularjs.org/
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simulated distributed environment. For this to work, we create GridSim adapters for each runtime components, i.e., the task manager, the provisioning framework, the compute unit manager, as well as all instances of compute units, so that they are running as parallel entities in a simulated grid-like setup.

Furthermore, our monitoring framework consists of monitoring agents, which retrieved events and metrics from other monitoring agents (refer to Section 6.3 for details). In the simulation mode, GridSim adapters are also attached to each monitoring agents.

The execution of the simulation is governed by configurations specified by the consumer (see Appendix A.2 for more detail). Prior to the simulation, the simulated cloud of compute units is populated with compute units generated based on the configuration. Afterwards, tasks are generated according to configuration. The compute units collectives are then provisioned to execute the tasks. The simulation terminates when all configured
tasks have been generated, and all the provisioned compute units collectives have finished executing the tasks.

### 4.2 Prototype Features

In this section, we highlight some key features of our platform, especially related to the main components, as well as the task modeling, unit management, execution trace, and simulation configuration. The simulation configuration feature is specific for the simulation mode, while others are for both interactive and simulation mode.
Task Modeling

Our platform allows consumers to model tasks with respect to the functional, and non-functional requirements, as well as the collective dependencies of the task as discussed in Section 3.3. The task model can be specified using APIs, for the interactive mode, or using the task generator configuration for the simulation mode.

Furthermore, to make task requests simpler for repetitive requests with similar model, we also allow task requests defined using only simple attributes, e.g., tag and severity attributes. Upon receiving such requests, our platform expands the request to a full-fledge task model, which already defined beforehand.

Unit Management

Our platform supports the management of both human-based and machine-based (software and things) compute units, which allow creating, retrieving, deleting, and modifying compute units with respect to their functional capabilities (i.e., services and skills provided by the compute unit), their non-functional properties, as well as their connectedness. These properties can be defined and stored internally in our platform, or retrieved from external platforms (e.g., from a crowdsourcing platform for human-based compute units) through available APIs. The unit management also features the capability to discovery compute units using filters, e.g., based on the functional capabilities of the compute unit.

Provisioning

Our platform provides various strategies for the provisioning of compute units collectives. Several formation algorithms are discussed in Section 5.4, e.g., greedy approach, and optimized formations using Ant Colony Optimization. Further formation strategies can be implemented and plugged into the platform. Details on these provisioning strategies are discussed in Section 5.3.

Monitoring and Adaptation

Our platform allows the creation of monitoring agents based on a JSON configuration. Some types of agents have been implemented according to the types of metrics they provide: agents that retrieve raw metrics via APIs, agents that process state-based events, and agents that process composite and correlated metrics using Esper Processing Language (EPL)\[^{7}\].

Furthermore, we also implemented a type of monitoring agent capable of retrieving and replaying raw metrics from an available event log in CSV format. The implementation of monitoring agents also includes an adaptation engine, which can be utilized to perform adaptation actions when necessary (see Section 6.4). For each agent, a set of adaptation rules defined using Drools language can be provided.

\[^{7}\text{http://www.espertech.com/esper/release-5.2.0/esper-reference/html/epl_clauses.html}\]
Reliability Analysis
Our platform provides a tool for performing reliability analysis on the running compute units collectives. The measurement of compute units collectives’ reliability is performed based on the task model and the metrics of the running compute units. Reliability measurement is performed on each task execution, to allow studying how reliability metrics dynamically change over time. This is particularly useful in simulation mode, to understand how different task and provisioning models affect the reliability of the task execution. Details on the reliability analysis are presented in Chapter 7.

Execution Trace
Our platform is able to generate traces of the running system with respect to the task execution data, the compute units collective formation algorithm data, the monitoring data, and the reliability data. These traces are useful for further analysis, as well as generating insightful graphs. For example, the traces of the execution time of the compute units collective formation algorithms can be useful for comparing the performance of various algorithms.

Simulation Configuration
In the simulation mode, our platform can be configured using JSON configurations, which allow different scenarios to be simulated. These configurations can be specified to govern the generation of the simulated cloud of compute units with properties that are statistically distributed, e.g., to resemble a crowdsourcing marketplace or a social network for human-based compute units.

Furthermore, configurations for the tasks generator allow customization of the task requests, e.g., to define roles and collective dependencies. They can also be used to define statistically distributed functional and non-functional requirements of the tasks. During the formation of the compute units collectives for executing the task, these requirements will be matched with the properties of the generated compute units.

Details of these configurations is available in Appendix A.2. We include some pre-configured scenarios in the above-mentioned GitHub repository.

4.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a prototype implementation of a hybrid human-machine computing platform, namely RAHYMS – Runtime and Analytics for Hybrid Computing Systems.

This platform is designed based on the runtime model discussed in Section 3.1.2. The platform can be executed in two modes: interactive, and simulation mode. The interactive mode allows consumers to submit task requests to be executed by a provisioned compute units collective. The simulation mode, allow consumers to simulate a pool of compute units and a series of task requests with customizable configurations. This platform
provides a proof-of-concept as well as a simulation testbed for our main contributions of this thesis, i.e., the provisioning, monitoring framework, and reliability analysis framework, as discussed in the following sections.
CHAPTER 5

Provisioning

5.1 Introduction

Recently, we have been seeing on-demand online compute units provisioning models being applied not only to machine-based compute units, but also to human-based compute units. Unlike the machine-based compute units counterpart, quality control remains a major issue in provisioning human-based compute units. Current approaches for quality control are traditionally relies on simple and hard-wired techniques, which do not allow consumers to customize based on their specific requirements [36].

Our contribution presented in this chapter focuses on Research Question 1: “How can we provide a collective of diverse compute units for executing tasks in a Hybrid Human-Machine Computing System (HCS) considering the consumer-defined requirements?”. This contribution provides a flexible and quality-aware compute units provisioning framework, which honors consumer-defined quality requirements, using compute units obtained either on-premise or from the Cloud, such as crowdsourcing marketplaces (for human-based compute units), Web service cloud (for software-based compute units), or IoT cloud (for thing-based compute units). In particular, our work presented in this Chapter provides a flexible provisioning framework, which allows using different formation techniques, and we present solution models which demonstrate the formation techniques for the framework. Specifically, we develop some algorithms, one of them based on the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (ACO) approach, for dealing with the multiobjective quality-aware compute units collective formation problem. Moreover, our technique employs fuzzy concepts to deal with uncertain properties and requirements.

The proposed provisioning framework is particularly useful for, e.g., (i) providing a provisioning tool for the compute units collective management, which integrates the involved parties in the compute units collects ecosystem, and (ii) providing a simulation testbed for studying various quality control technique for provisioning compute units collectives. To illustrate the usefulness of our framework, we study the feasibility of the
results using the ACO approach and compare with other simpler and common approaches, e.g., greedy and first-come-first-served strategies, using simulated experiments.

5.2 Provisioning Framework

Here, we extend the HCS runtime architecture presented in Section 3.1.2 and provide details of the provisioning framework. The core of our provisioning framework is the provisioning middleware, which connects the provisioning clients (e.g., the task manager, and the adaptation engine, see Section 4.1), the compute unit manager, the runtime environment, and the formation engine, as depicted in Figure 5.1. A scenario for a compute units collective provisioning starts when a provisioning client sends a provisioning request to the provisioning middleware. This request contains the consumer-defined functional and non-functional quality requirements for the task, such as the required capabilities of the compute units collective members, as well as their non-functional requirements, e.g., connectedness, maximum response time, and total cost.

The provisioning middleware discovers available and suitable compute units using a discovery service provided by the compute unit manager, which maintains the properties of the compute units from various compute unit clouds. This compute unit manager can also encapsulate different APIs provided by different compute unit clouds into a unified API. This compute unit manager also enables the provisioning of a compute units collective using different types of compute units from different clouds.

The formation engine is responsible for controlling the quality of the compute units collective formation. A quality-aware provisioning strategy is a strategy to control the formation of compute units collectives, which takes the consumer requirements and the properties of the discovered compute units into consideration. There are two types of quality-aware provisioning strategies covering two phases of the task’ life cycle: pre-runtime and runtime. At pre-runtime, the quality-aware provisioning strategy governs the compute units collective formation. During runtime, a dynamic adaptation technique is employed to guarantee the required quality, which could trigger a re-provisioning request to replace one or more members of a running compute units collective.

A quality-aware provisioning strategy is implemented using an algorithm and executed by the formation engine. To process a task, the provisioning middleware requests the formation engine to form the compute units collective. Then, the formation engine invokes the algorithm to perform the formation. Upon receiving this formation, the provisioning middleware instantiate this compute units collective and deploy it to the runtime environment.

5.3 Quality-Aware Collective Formation Problem

Here, firstly we focus on pre-runtime quality-aware provisioning strategies, which deal with the formation of compute units collective prior to runtime. Later, we extend these strategies to support re-provisioning during task execution.
We use the compute unit model and the task model as discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Here, we summarize the notations of the models to be used throughout this chapter. A source of compute units contains a set of compute units, \( U = \{ u_1, u_2, ..., u_n \} \), where \( \forall u \in U \) a set of functional capabilities, \( C^p_u = \{(cp_1, x_1), (cp_2, x_2), ...\} \), can be defined. Each compute unit \( u \) also has a set of non-functional properties, \( P^u = \{(p_1, x_1), (p_2, x_2), ...\} \), where \( p_i \) is a property type and \( x_i \) is its value.

A task is a tuple, \( t = (A, R, C) \), where \( A \) is a set of activities and their associated roles, \( A = \{(a_1, \{r_1^1, r_2^1, ...\}), (a_2, \{r_1^2, r_2^2, ...\}), ...\}, \forall r_i^j, r_i^j \in R \), and \( R \) is a set of roles, \( R = \{(r_1, C_{r_1}), (r_2, C_{r_2}), ...\} \), where \( r_i \) is the description of the role, and \( C_{r_i} \) is functional capability of the role, i.e., \( C_{r_i} = \{(cp_1, q_1), (cp_2, q_2), ...\} \), where \( cp_i \) represents a capability type, and \( q_i \) represents the required capability quality (i.e., \( q_i = 1 \), or \( q_i = (0, 1] \), or \( q_i = \text{fair} | \text{good} | \text{very_good} \) for fuzzy requirements). The task-level constraints \( C \) and role-level constraints \( C_{r_i} \) is defined as a set of tuples \( \{(p_1, op_1, q_1), (p_2, op_2, q_2), ...\} \), where \( p_i \) is a property type, \( op_i \) is a constraining (e.g., comparison) operator, and \( q_i \) is a constraining value(s).

Furthermore, for the purpose of provisioning optimization, the task \( t \) may also contain a consumer-defined provisioning objective, \( O \), which represents the weighting factors that a quality-aware provisioning strategy must take into account to optimize the properties of
the formed compute units collectives. Without loss of generality, we focus on the weighting factors \( \mathcal{O} = (w_{cp}, w_{cn}, w_{time}, w_{cost}) \), where \( w_{cp}, w_{cn}, w_{time}, w_{cost} \) are the weighting factors for the functional capabilities, connectedness, response time, and cost, respectively, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

We formulate the compute units collective formation problem, which takes the quality requirements from the consumer into consideration, and propose some algorithms to solve it. Given a set of compute units, \( \mathcal{U} \), which are connected in a graph \( G = (\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}) \), and a task request \( t = (A, \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{O}) \), we define the **compute units collective formation problem** as a problem of finding \( \mathcal{U}' \subseteq \mathcal{U} \) as members of a compute units collective for executing task \( t \) which optimizes the properties of \( \mathcal{U}' \) according to weighting factors \( \mathcal{O} \) for fulfilling all roles \( r_i \in \mathcal{R} \), subjects to task-level constraints \( \mathcal{C} \) and all role-level constraints \( \mathcal{C}^r \). In the following we discuss some building blocks required to solve the compute units collective formation problem.

### 5.3.1 Measuring Fuzzy Qualities

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, we employ fuzzy concept [146] to model capabilities for executing jobs and connectedness of the formed compute units collectives. Given a numerical quality value \( x \) of a functional or non-functional property of a compute unit (e.g., capability level, connectedness, etc), we could measure the **grade of membership** of the value for a given fuzzy quality \( q \) (e.g., poor, fair, good) using the function \( \mu_q(x) : \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \rightarrow [0..1] \). An example of grade of membership function is the **trapezoidal** membership function [112], where the grade of membership function for each fuzzy quality resembles a trapezoid shape. Fig. 5.2 shows an example of a set of grade of membership functions adopted from the trapezoidal membership function.

A task contains a set of roles \( \mathcal{R} \), where for each \( r_i \in \mathcal{R} \), we have a set of required capabilities \( \mathcal{C}^{p^r_i} = \{(cp_{p_1}, q_{p_1}), (cp_{p_2}, q_{p_2}), \ldots \} \). In the case where fuzzy quality values are used for \( q_i \), the formation engine attempts to find a set of compute units \( \mathcal{U}' = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots \} \), which maximizes \( M_{r_i}(u_i) \forall r_i \in \mathcal{R} \). \( M_{r_i} \) represents the aggregated grade of membership on the **intersection** of the fuzzy sets of all required fuzzy qualities in the role, i.e., given \( \mathcal{C}^{p^r_i} = \{(cp_{p_1}, q_{p_1}), (cp_{p_2}, q_{p_2}), \ldots \} \), we define
where $\mu_q$ is a grade of membership function for quality $q_k$, and $x^k_R$ is the numerical capability level of compute unit $u$ for capability type $c_{p_k}$. Here, we use the min operation as the interpretation of fuzzy set intersection \cite{147}. For non-fuzzy capability requirements, the formation engine could simply try to maximize $\sum x^k_R$.

Similarly, for the connectedness requirement, given a connectedness quality $q_{conn}$ (e.g., poor, fair, or good connectedness), the formation engine composes a compute units collective $\mathcal{U}' = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots\}$ with a connectedness graph $G' = (\mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}')$, which maximizes $\mu_{q_{conn}}(\text{conn}(G'))$, where $\text{conn}(G')$ is given by Equation \ref{eq:conn}.

### 5.3.2 Construction Graph

We approach the above defined compute units collective formation problem as a graph path finding problem. Given a set of compute units $\mathcal{U} = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots\}$ and a set of required roles $\mathcal{R} = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots\}$, the solution space is formulated using a construction graph, i.e., an acyclic directed graph, where each node represents a solution component as shown in Fig. \ref{fig:construction_graph}.

A solution component, $sc_{i,k}$, is a tuple $(r_i, u_k)$, which represents an assignment of role $r_i$ to compute unit $u_k$, where $r_i \in \mathcal{R}$ and $u_k \in \mathcal{U}$. Directed edges are created from $sc_{i,k}$ to $sc_{j,k}$, for all $u_k \in \mathcal{U}$, where $\forall (i, j), 1 \leq i < j \leq |\mathcal{R}|$. Additionally, we add two sentinel nodes, $sc_0$ and $sc_F$, as start- and end-nodes respectively, where $sc_0$ has outgoing edges to all $sc_{1,k}$ and $sc_F$ has incoming edges from all $sc_{|\mathcal{R}|, k}$, for all $u_k \in \mathcal{U}$. Hence, the compute units collective formation problem is a path finding problem from $sc_0$ to $sc_F$.

A solution of the problem $\mathcal{S}$, i.e., a path from $sc_0$ to $sc_F$, represents a set of assignments for each role in $\mathcal{R}$. For example, a path $sc_0 \rightarrow sc_{1,a} \rightarrow sc_{2,b} \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow sc_{m,n} \rightarrow sc_F$ represents a set of assignments $\mathcal{S} = \{(r_1, u_a), (r_2, u_b), \ldots, (r_m, u_n)\}$.

In our provisioning framework, the compute unit manager maintains a set of connected compute units $G = (\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E})$ obtained from various compute unit sources. The goal of an algorithm for solving the formation problem is to find an optimized solution $\mathcal{S}$ in the search space $\mathcal{R} \times \mathcal{U}$. Due to the size of $\mathcal{U}$ obtained from compute unit clouds, this search space can be extremely huge. Therefore, we filter out non-feasible solution components based on the feasibility of each compute unit for each role. The filtering can be done using the discovery service provided by the compute units manager based on the required capabilities $C^{p_i}$ and non-functional constraints $C^{ri}$ for each role $r_i$.

However, this filtering does not guarantee a full feasibility of complete assignments on all jobs. To guide our heuristic algorithms for selecting assignments towards a feasible solution while optimizing the objective, we define two algorithm control mechanisms: the local fitness which represents the fitness of an assignment relative to other possible assignments for the same role, and the objective value of a solution which represents the fitness of a complete solution. The formulation of these mechanisms is stimulated by the necessity to measure the heuristic factors and solution quality in ACO approaches\cite{152}. However, as we show in Section 5.4, these mechanisms can also be used by other heuristics, e.g., greedy approaches.
5.3.3 Local Fitness

The local fitness of an assignment is defined based on partially selected assignment, starting from an empty set of assignments when the algorithm begins. Given a task $t$ with the objective weighting factors $O = (w_{cp}, w_{cn}, w_{time}, w_{cost})$, a set of selected partial assignments up to role number $i - 1$, $S_{i-1}$, that already contains a set of compute units $U_{i-1}$, and a set of possible assignments for the subsequent role $r_i$, $S^P_i$ (i.e., after a filtering is performed), the local fitness $\lambda$ for an assignment (i.e., a solution component) $sc_{i,j} = (r_i, u_j), sc_{i,j} \in S^P_i$, is defined as

$$\lambda(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{i-1}) = \frac{\lambda_{cp} \cdot w_{cp} + \lambda_{cn} \cdot w_{cn} + \lambda_{time} \cdot w_{time} + \lambda_{cost} \cdot w_{cost}}{w_{cp} + w_{cn} + w_{time} + w_{cost}}$$

(5.2)

where $\lambda_{cp}$, $\lambda_{cn}$, $\lambda_{time}$, and $\lambda_{cost}$ respectively represent the local fitness with respect to the capability, connectedness, time, and cost, which are given by
\[ \lambda_{cp}(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{i-1}) = M_{r_i}(u_j), \]
\[ \lambda_{cn}(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{i-1}) = \frac{\text{conn}(u_j \cup U_{i-1}) - \text{conn}(U_{i-1})}{\gamma_{\text{conn}} + \text{conn}(u_j \cup U_{i-1}) - \text{conn}(U_{i-1})}, \]
\[ \lambda_{time}(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{i-1}) = \frac{\gamma_{\text{time}}}{\gamma_{\text{time}} + \text{time}(u_j \cup U_{i-1}, t) - \text{time}(U_{i-1}, t)}, \]
\[ \lambda_{cost}(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{i-1}) = \frac{\gamma_{\text{cost}}}{\gamma_{\text{cost}} + \text{cost}(u_j, t)}, \]

where \( M_{r_i} \) is the aggregated grade of membership function for role \( r_i \) defined in Eq. 5.1 \( \text{conn} \) is a connectedness function such as defined in Eq. 3.1 \( \text{time} \) is a response time estimation function such as discussed in Section 5.2.1 and \( \gamma_{\text{time}} \) is an adjustable parameter, e.g., we can use the consumer-defined \( \text{costLimit} \) as \( \gamma_{\text{cost}} \), and \( \text{deadline} \) as \( \gamma_{\text{time}} \). Note that these local fitness values are normalized, i.e., \( \lambda : S^D \rightarrow [0,1] \).

### 5.3.4 Objective Value of Solution

For each solution \( A \), i.e., a complete set of assignments for all roles in \( R \), we could measure the normalized objective value returned by the function \( f : S^D \rightarrow [0,1] \), \( S^D = R \times U \). Given an objective weighting factors \( O = (w_{cp}, w_{cn}, w_{time}, w_{cost}) \), the objective function \( f(S) \) for \( S = \{(r_1, u_1), (r_2, u_2), \ldots\} \), is defined as follows:

\[
 f(S) = 1 - \frac{f_{cp}(S) \cdot w_{cp} + f_{cn}(S) \cdot w_{cn} + f_{time}(S) \cdot w_{time} + f_{cost}(S) \cdot w_{cost}}{w_{cp} + w_{cn} + w_{time} + w_{cost}}, \tag{5.3}
\]

where

\[
 f_{cp}(S) = \land_{(r_i, u_i) \in S} M_{r_i}(u_i),
\]
\[
 f_{cn}(S) = \mu_{\text{conn}}(U_S),
\]
\[
 f_{time}(S) = \frac{\gamma_{\text{time}}}{\gamma_{\text{time}} + \text{time}(U_S, t)}, \quad \text{and}
\]
\[
 f_{cost}(S) = \frac{\gamma_{\text{cost}}}{\gamma_{\text{cost}} + \sum_{u_i \in U_S} \text{cost}(u_i, t)}.
\]

\( U_S \) is the set of compute units in assignments \( S \), i.e., for any \( S = \{(r_1, u_1), (r_2, r_2), \ldots, (r_n, u_n)\} \), \( U_S = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\} \). For \( f_{cp}(S) \), we again apply \( \land \) function as the interpretation of intersection operation \( \land \). The fuzzy grade of membership function for connectedness, \( \mu_{\text{conn}} \), has been discussed in Section 5.3.1 and \( \gamma_\text{times} \) constants uses the same values as in local fitness calculation. The function \( \text{time}(U_S, t) \) returns the aggregated response time of all compute units in \( U_S \) discussed in Section 3.2.2. The goal of a compute units collective formation algorithm is to minimize \( f(S) \).

### 5.4 Formation Algorithms

We have established the building blocks required for solving the compute units collective formation problem. Here, we present some algorithms to solve the compute units collective
formation problem.

**Simple Algorithms** We present two simple algorithms that can be used to find a solution of the compute units collective formation problem based on the *First Come First Selected algorithm (FCFS)* and the *greedy* approach.

**FCFS Approach** This approach resembles the approach traditionally used in task-based crowdsourcing model: the first compute unit who 'bids' wins the task. Assuming that a standby compute unit is interested in taking a task, we select the first earliest available compute unit for each job. In the case where there are some compute units with the same earliest availability, we pick one randomly. Such approach is also typically used in a round-robin scheduling strategy of machine-based compute units.

**Greedy Approach** Initially we construct a solution by selecting assignments for each job that has the highest local fitness value. Afterwards, we gradually improve the solution by changing an assignment at a time. Improvement is done by randomly selecting a job, and randomly selecting another compute unit for that job. If the new assignment improve the objective value of the solution, we replace the associated old assignment with this new better one. This procedure is repeated until a certain number of maximum cycle is reached. The greedy approach makes a locally optimized choice for each job at a time with a hope to approximate the global optimal solution.

**Ant Colony Optimization** Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (ACO) is a meta-heuristic inspired by the foraging behavior of some ant species\[152\]. In the ACO technique, artificial ants tour from one node to another node in the solution space until a certain goal is achieved. The tour is guided by the pheromone trails, which are deposited by the ants to mark the favorable path. The nodes visited in a complete tour represent a solution. Once all ants have finished a tour, the process is repeated for a specified number of cycles or until a certain condition is met. The best solution of all cycles is selected as the solution of the problem.

An ant starts a tour on the construction graph from $s_0$, then travels to the next nodes $(r_1, u_1), \ldots (r_n, u_n)$ until reaches $s_{cF}$, hence all roles $r_i \in R$ are assigned. Each node has a probability to be selected determined by the pheromone trails and the heuristic factor of the node.

Several variants of ACO algorithms have been proposed. Here, we develop our algorithm based on three variants: the original Ant System algorithm (AS) \[153\], MAX-MIN Ant System algorithm (MMAS) \[154\], and Ant Colony System algorithm (ACS) \[155\]. Generally, the ACO approach is depicted in Algorithm 5.1.

When traveling through the nodes, at each move $i$, an ant $k$ constructs a partial solution $S_k^i$ consisting all visited nodes for roles 1 to $i$. When ant $k$ has moved $i - 1$
times, the probability it moves to another node \((r_i, u_j)\) is given by

\[
P_{i,j}^k = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{(\tau_{i,j})^\alpha \cdot (\eta_{i,j})^\beta}{\sum_{(r_i, u_w) \in S^P_i'} ((\tau_{i,w})^\alpha \cdot (\eta_{i,w})^\beta)} & \text{if } (r_i, u_j) \in S_i'^P, \\
  0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\] (5.4)

where \(S^P_i' = S^P_i - S_{k-1}^i\), i.e. the set of possible assignments for role \(r_i\) containing only compute units that are not yet included in \(S_{k-1}^i\); \(\tau_{i,j}\) is the pheromone value of the node \((r_i, u_j)\) at the current cycle; and \(\eta_{i,j} = \lambda(sc_{i,j} \cup S_{k-1}^i)\) is the heuristic factor as defined in Equation 5.2. The relative importance of pheromone and heuristic factor are determined by parameter \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). ACS variant uses a modified transition rule, i.e., pseudorandom proportional rule as shown in \[155\].

At the end of each cycles, pheromone trails on all nodes are updated. At each cycle \(t\), given the number of ants \(n\text{Ants}\), the basic pheromone update formula for a node \((r_i, u_j)\), which is proposed by the original AS variant \[153\], is given by

\[
\tau_{i,j}(t) = (1 - \rho) \cdot \tau_{i,j}(t - 1) + \frac{n\text{Ants}}{\sum_{k=1}^{n\text{Ants}} \Delta \tau_{i,j}^k},
\] (5.5)

where \(\rho \in (0,1]\) is the pheromone evaporation coefficient, and \(\Delta \tau_{i,j}^k\) is the quantity of pheromone laid by ant \(k\) on the node \((r_i, u_j)\), which is given by

\[
\Delta \tau_{i,j}^k = \begin{cases} 
  Q / f(S^k) & \text{if } (r_i, u_j) \in S^k \wedge S^k \text{ is feasible}, \\
  0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\] (5.6)

where \(S^k\) is the solution found by ant \(k\) and \(Q\) is an adjustable parameter. \(S^k\) is feasible if it does not violate any task-level constraints \(C\) (see Section 3.2). Note that up to this point, we have already filtered out component solutions for each role \(r_i\) that violate role-level constraints \(C^r\) (see Section 5.3.2). Here, we exclude solutions that violate one or more task-level constraints so that only feasible solutions are promoted by the ants. The pheromone update for MMAS and ACS variant has the same principle but different formula as presented in \[154\] and \[155\].

### 5.5 Runtime Re-Provisioning

So far, we have discussed to quality-aware compute units collectives formation problem prior to runtime. During runtime, one or more currently assigned compute units may need to be replaced, e.g., due to an adaptation request \[6.4\]. In this case, a re-provisioning request is sent to provisioning middleware. The provisioning strategies discussed above needs to be adjusted to handle a re-provisioning request.

Given a set of roles \(\mathcal{R}\), a re-provisioning request is a request for fulfilling a subset of roles \(\mathcal{R}' \subset \mathcal{R}\). We approach such re-provisioning request by modeling the solution space using a pruned construction graph. For each unchanged roles \(r_i\), i.e., \(r_i \in \mathcal{R} \wedge r_i \notin \mathcal{R}'\), we
Algorithm 5.1: Ant-based Solver Algorithm

1. initialize graph and pheromone trails
2. repeat
   3. $A_{ants} \leftarrow \emptyset$
   4. for $i = 0$ to $nAnts$ do
   5. $A \leftarrow$ find a tour for ant$_i$
   6. $A_{ants} \leftarrow A_{ants} \cup A$
   7. end
   8. update pheromone trails
9. until $\exists A \in A_{ants}$ $f(A) = 0$ or is stagnant or max cycles reached

remove all the possible solution components, except the one with previously provisioned compute units.

For example, let us take a look again at the construction graph for finding a set of optimized assignments as shown in Fig. 5.3. Consider we have provisioned the compute units collective with $S = \{(r_1, u_\alpha), (r_2, u_\beta), (r_3, u_\gamma), ..., (r_l, u_\lambda), (r_m, u_\mu)\}$. During runtime, a re-provisioning request for role $R' = r_2, r_m$ arrives. For handling the request, we create again the construction graph as before, but this time for all $r_i \notin r_2, r_m$, we only add the previously provisioned compute units, i.e., $\{(r_1, u_\alpha), (r_3, u_\gamma), ..., (r_l, u_\lambda)\}$. Such a pruned construction graph is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Once we have the (pruned) construction graph for the re-provisioning request, we employ again the same constructs and algorithms described previously for the regular construction graph.

### 5.6 Evaluation

In this section, we present our experiments to evaluate our provisioning technique using our prototype platform presented in Chapter 4. Our platform allows different provisioning strategies to be implemented into the provisioning framework. Here, we implemented various quality-aware provisioning strategies discussed in Section 5.3, i.e., first-come-first-selected (FCFS) approach, greedy approach, and ACO-based approaches. Here, our goal is to study the dynamic of the provisioning system with respect to various provisioning strategies. For this purpose, we generate a simulated pool of compute units, and send simulated task requests to the provisioning middleware.

In our experiments, we focus on the following aspects of the compute units collective provisioning: (i) we study our quality-aware provisioning strategies based on the three aforementioned algorithms and analyze the performance and result, and (ii) we study the ACO approach to have an insight of (a) the effect of different algorithm parameters (b) the performance and result of the three different ACO variants.
Experiments Setup

Our prototype compute unit manager maintains a work queue for each compute unit. Each compute unit can only execute a single job at a particular time. We experiment with parallel pattern (see Section 3.2), where subtasks, i.e., jobs, are assigned to the compute units collective members and executed in parallel. We generate 500 compute units on our simulated pool. We define 10 types of functional capabilities, and each compute unit is randomly endowed with these capabilities. The consumer application generates task request with random parameters. Each job in a task has a set of functional capabilities requirements with the required fuzzy quality uniformly distributed over four fuzzy quality levels: poor, fair, good, and very good. In this experiment, we use the fuzzy grade of membership functions adopted from [112] as shown in Fig. 5.2 which support over-qualification when assigning compute units collective members. Over-qualification in a fuzzy quality evaluation allows selecting a compute unit with a higher fuzzy quality, e.g., selecting a good compute unit for a fair quality requirement.
### Table 5.1: Formation algorithms’ results and performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algo</th>
<th>Average Objective Values ($f$)</th>
<th>Average Capability Levels ($f_{cp}$)</th>
<th>Average Response Times</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Algorithm Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>0.4501</td>
<td>0.0810</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0.9117 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>0.3468</td>
<td>0.2130</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.1219 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>0.3147</td>
<td>0.3228</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.6565 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experiment 1 - comparing quality-aware provisioning strategies

To study our quality-aware provisioning strategies, we configure our consumer application to randomly generate and submit 100 task requests. We repeat the same setup three times to test the formation engine configured using the three implemented algorithms: the FCFS algorithm, the greedy algorithm, and the original variant of Ant System (AS) algorithm.

Table 5.1 shows a comparison of average results from all task requests. The AS algorithm outperforms the others with respect to the aggregated objective, i.e., minimizing $f(A)$. The AS algorithm also provides compute units collective formation with better capability levels. However, as expected, the FCFS algorithm gives the fastest running time. But considering the nature of human tasks, few seconds running times of the AS algorithm and the greedy algorithm are reasonable. This fast performance is not without cost, since the FCFS algorithm concludes a solution too fast considering the response time only, it results in some constraint violations. Fortunately, due the filtering of the search space (see Section 5.3.2), violations on capability constraints do not occur.

experiment 2 - objective-based quality control

We are also interested in studying the quality control behavior with respect to the objective weightings, $O = (w_{cp}, w_{cn}, w_{time}, w_{cost})$, as defined by the consumer. Figure 5.5 shows results of our experiment using task requests with varying objective weightings and compute units collective size. On each experiment shown on the sub-figures, we vary one weight from 0.5 to 8 and fix the others. The results show that the AS algorithm honors the consumer defined weights better compared to the other two. The sensitivity of the FCFS algorithm is flat on all cases, because it does not consider the objective weightings during the formation. The sensitivity levels of the cost weight $w_{cost}$ of the greedy algorithm and the AS algorithm are similar, due to the fact that the local fitness value for cost $\lambda_{cost}$ contributes linearly to the objective value of the cost $f_{cost}$. For the connectedness sensitivity, the AS algorithm cannot be seen clearly outperforms the greedy algorithm, because the formed compute units collective almost reach the upper limit of $f_{cn}$, i.e., 1.
Experiment 3 - Comparing ACO Approaches

Knowing that the AS algorithm provides better results in many aspects, we carry out further experiments to understand the behavior of our ACO approach. First, we study the effect of the ACO parameters to the performance and to the quality of the resulted compute units collective formation. In our experiment, we use the AS variant and fix the pheromone evaporation factor low, $\rho = 0.01$. If $\rho$ is set too high, it will cause the pheromone trails to be negligible too fast. Then, we vary the relative importance of pheromone and heuristic factor, $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Figure 5.6a shows how different $\alpha$ and $\beta$ yield different results with respect to the average aggregated objective value of the best compute units collectives formed. Furthermore, we run the experiments for 8 ants in 2000 cycles and see whether a stagnant behavior occurs as shown in Figure 5.6b. A cycle is said to be stagnant when all ants result in the same compute units collective formation; hence, causing the exploration of the search space to stop. Our experiments show that the combination of $\alpha = 0.2$ and $\beta = 1$ gives best results.

Furthermore, we extend the experiment further using the same $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters to the other two ACO variants. We are interested in finding out which ACO variants give faster conclusion to a good compute units collective formation. We run the experiment using 8 ants and 10000 cycles as shown in Figure 5.7. The result shows that the MMAS variant gives better compute units collective formations (less objective values) in less number of cycles than the others.
(a) Objective values average

(b) Stagnant behavior

Figure 5.6: Influence of $\alpha$ and $\beta$

Figure 5.7: Comparison on results of ACO variants
5.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented our approach for the provisioning of compute units collectives according to the functional and non-functional quality requirements from the consumers. We proposed some algorithms for finding optimized formations of compute units collectives considering both, consumer-defined quality requirements, and properties of the discovered compute units.

Different quality-aware provisioning strategies implemented by different algorithms cater different needs. In our experiments setup, we showed an ACO based algorithm provides better results in some aspects. However, there is no “one size fits all” strategy. For example, the FCFS approach may be preferable in some circumstances where the response time is the most important factor and the consumer only cares about capability constraints, which happens in typical microtask crowdsourcing systems. The usefulness of our framework is therefore also to support multiple strategies.
6.1 Introduction

Monitoring and analyzing metrics in Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs) are inevitable steps to improve the quality of task executions. Monitoring tools provide insights to plan, manage, and adapt the systems to fulfill quality requirements.

However, the diversity of involved compute units in HCSs introduces challenges for monitoring such systems. Existing monitoring systems traditionally deal with homogeneous compute units, for example, infrastructure/platform monitoring systems (e.g., [118, 119]), software-based services monitoring systems (e.g., [39, 156]), and IoT monitoring systems (e.g., [157]). Moreover, different types of compute units have different lifecycles, which require different measurement techniques, monitoring cycles and events. Different types of compute units may also have similar metrics, but different semantics interpretation, which needs to be correlated. Furthermore, monitoring HCSs require us to interface the underlying diverse resources as well as the application platforms. To the best of our knowledge, currently no monitoring system exists that deals with thing-based, software-based, and human-based compute units in an integrated manner.

Our contribution presented in this chapter addresses Research Question 2: “How can an HCS with diverse metrics models and diverse subsystems be effectively monitored?”. Our goal is to provide a generic monitoring framework for HCSs, which captures and processes metrics from diverse compute units, e.g., sensors, actuators, gateways, software services, and human-based compute units. In this contribution, particularly (i) we propose metric models to handle metrics with different semantics that are necessary for characterizing behaviors of compute units in various HCSs, (ii) we bring into effect the notion of Quality of Data (QoD) for monitoring data enabling effective monitoring in HCSs, and (iii) we propose a framework and implement a prototype of a monitoring system for HCSs.
6.2 Metrics and Quality of Data

A monitoring system centers around metrics, which need to be captured, analyzed, and delivered to the clients. Existing metric constructs in monitoring systems need to be extended in order to engage with the dynamics of HCSs. Furthermore, the concept of Quality of Data (QoD) can be leveraged to deal with the problem of different metrics qualities, as well as different monitoring requirements in HCSs. In this section, we discuss various metric suitable for HCSs, how to measure them, and the application of QoDs in HCS monitoring.

6.2.1 Metrics

Useful Metrics for HCSs

Metrics of an HCS may contain aggregation of metrics from machine-based compute units (i.e., from the thing-based, and software-based systems) and human-based compute units. Metrics traditionally found for machine-based compute units may have the equivalent for human-based compute units with similar meaning. In Table 6.1 we show some metrics and some possible definitions of the metrics for machine-based and human-based compute units as well as the aggregation definition for HCSs, where \( u \) is a compute unit and \( t \) is a task. Other definitions may also be employed according to the problem domain.

Metric Measurement

To capture the dynamics of an HCS, we define four classes of metrics, namely raw metrics, composite metrics, state metrics, and correlation metrics. The first two classes of metrics are commonly found in monitoring system, e.g., [127, 156]. However, due to the diversity of HCSs, we introduce the state metrics and correlation metrics.

**Raw metrics** are metrics that capture information from the underlying resources. These metrics can be collected using different means depending on the underlying monitors. For example, typical raw metrics from a cloud service can be obtained using an exposed API. Generally, raw metrics can be obtained in two manners, by pulling periodically, or by using a publish-subscribe approach. Similarly, to the typical machine-based computing platforms, in human-based computing platforms, some raw metrics may be directly provided by the platform (e.g., acceptance rates and locations of human-based compute units in a crowdsourcing marketplace).

**Composite metrics** can be defined using an arithmetic expression, an aggregate function, or a custom composite function of other metrics. For example, the utilization of a thing-based system containing a set of sensors can be measured by aggregating the number of sensors actively sending streams of data in a particular time frame, e.g., using moving average aggregation on a sliding window.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Machine-based Definitions</th>
<th>Human-based Definitions</th>
<th>HCS Aggregation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Util(u)$</td>
<td>$CPUUsage(u)$</td>
<td>$Active(u)$</td>
<td>$\sum_{u \in U} Util(u)$</td>
<td>$Util(u) = utilization of unit u$, $Active(u) = the total duration of active time in the past 24 hours of unit u$, $MAXActive = threshold for maximum active time per human unit$, $U = the set of units in the HCS$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RT(t,u)$</td>
<td>$FT(t,u) - AT(t,u)$</td>
<td>$FT(t,u) - AT(t,u)$</td>
<td>$\max_{u \in U} FT(t,u) - \min_{u \in U} AT(t,u)$</td>
<td>$RT(t,u) = response time for task t by unit u$, $FT = finish time$, $AT = assignment time$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Cost(t,u)$</td>
<td>$CostT(u) \cdot RT(t,u)$</td>
<td>$CostA(t,u)$</td>
<td>$\sum_{u \in U} Cost(t,u)$</td>
<td>$Cost(t,u) = cost for executing task t by unit u$, $CostT = cost per time unit$, $CostA = cost per task assignment$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Metric Examples
State metrics define measurements related to the state transitions during runtime. In typical human-task and process-based systems, we often deal with the underlying monitoring tools that are capable of capturing events representing transitions from one runtime state to another, e.g., [122]. We use state metrics for capturing metrics related to the state transitions, such as how many times a compute unit enters a particular state, how long a compute unit stays in a state for a particular time window, and so on. Consider, for example, a human-based task running on a process-based system [29]. On a particular process instance, the human-based task may be transient from one state to another, such as shown in Fig. 6.1. Using a finite-state automata model, we can then define some primitives for a given entity e (e.g., a compute unit or a task) and a state s. For example, we could define primitives time(e, s), count(e, s), duration(e, s), which present the last timestamp e enters s, the number of times e enters s, and the total duration of e staying in s respectively. We can also extend these primitives to perform the measurement on a particular time window, e.g., the last 24 hours. Furthermore, a composite metric can then be defined using these primitives, e.g., time(t, Finished) − time(t, Created) defines the response time of task t.

Correlation metrics allow computing together metrics with different semantics from different sources. We support this type of metrics to tackle the problem of combining together metrics from diverse compute units. To correlate diverse metrics we need to specify three things: the sources of metrics or events that we want to correlate, the normalization function that should be applied so that the source metrics have uniform semantics before we combine them together, and the aggregation function to calculate the value of the new correlated metric.

Complex Metric Samples

To demonstrate these metric classes, consider how we can measure the utilization metrics of the system in infrastructure maintenance scenario discussed in Section 1.2. For example, on the thing-based and software-based systems, the utilization of sensor i, SensorUtil(i),
and the utilization of machine \( j \) running a data analytic service, \( \text{MachineUtil}(j) \), can be obtained using raw metrics, typically using a certain API exposed by the platform.

However, for human-based systems, the utilization measurement can be more complicated. First of all, we have to define what \textit{utilization} means for human-based compute units. In the case of humans, there is no notion of CPU usage as traditionally found for software-based systems. Without loss of generality, let us, for example, define the utilization of a human-based compute unit as the time the human-based compute unit spent for executing all assigned tasks in a given time window \( w \). Hence, using the state metrics, we can measure the utilization of human-based compute unit \( k \) as \( \text{HumanUtil}(k) = \text{duration}(k, \text{Running}, w) \).

Often we need to monitor system-wide correlated metrics instead of metrics for a particular human-based compute unit. For example, it can be necessary to see the overall average utilization from all the three subsystems (i.e., the human-based, software-based, and thing-based systems). Or we can monitor the top-\( k \) units with the highest utilization, regardless they are thing-based, software-based, or human-based compute units, so that to identify bottlenecks. To obtain such metrics, we need to combine together SensorUtil, MachineUtil, and HumanUtil metrics, and resolve any semantics differences among them. This is where our correlation metric model becomes practical. Firstly, we could normalize the HumanUtil metric so that it has the same value range and it has an acceptable similar meaning compared to the SensorUtil and MachineUtil metrics. One reasonable normalization of the human utilization against the machine utilization is to set a maximum threshold of working time that a human-based compute unit may work in the past 24 hours, that is \( \text{HumanUtil}'(k) = \frac{\text{duration}(k, \text{Running}, 24\text{hours})}{\text{MAX}} \). This definition surely is not the sole definition of human utilization, different definitions may be applied according to the problem domain.

6.2.2 Quality of Data

Collecting and processing monitoring data on cloud-based large scale systems introduces an inherent problem, that is, a huge number of monitoring data lead to high network utilization and heavy data processing. On the contrary, the human-based computing counterpart is typically running in a much slower pace due to longer life-cycles, e.g., assignments to a single human-based compute unit may take place in the order of minutes, hours, or even days.

We apply the concept of \textit{Quality of Data} (QoD) \[126\] allowing monitoring clients to specify the monitoring requirements as a trade-off for resources usages or costs. Such QoD-aware monitoring solves the above-mentioned problems in two ways: (i) it allows the monitoring clients or providers to request or produce monitoring data on a lower quality level to reduce costs, and (ii) it allows interweaving monitoring data on different subsystems having different QoD into similar QoD, hence it becomes reasonable to correlate metrics from those subsystems. We discuss the interpretation of QoD in the context of HCS monitoring and some use-cases of such QoD as follows.
QoD Interpretation for HCS Monitoring

We focus on three QoD measures, namely accuracy, freshness, and data rate (or rate for short) as defined in the following paragraphs and illustrated in Fig.6.2.

**Data Rate** The data rate of a monitoring data, \( Rate(d) \), represents the frequency on which the monitoring agent should report the data. Many techniques can be used to obtain data on any particular time point, e.g., to use last actual retained data or to use moving average values. When the real data has a lower data rate, the monitoring agent may perform techniques, e.g., an interpolation technique, for estimating the data in-between.

**Accuracy** The accuracy of monitoring data is derived from the difference between the true value of the data with the value last reported to the client, i.e., given a data, \( d \), the accuracy of the data is defined as \( Acr(d) = |v(d') - v(d)| \), where \( v(d) \) is the actual value of \( d \) and \( v(d') \) is its last reported value.

**Freshness** The freshness of monitoring data defines the timing skew between the true timestamp of the data and the timestamp when the data is reported, i.e., it is defined as \( Frs(d) = t(d') - t(d) \), where \( t(d) \) is the actual timestamp of \( d \) and \( t(d') \) is the report timestamp.

More formally, given a QoD requirement, \( Q = (R_{RR}, R_{RA}, R_{RF}) \), where \( R_{RR} \) is a data rate requirement, \( R_{RA} \) is an accuracy requirement, and \( R_{RF} \) is a freshness requirement, the monitoring tool must deliver a set of reported data \( I \) from the actual set of data \( J \), that fulfills the following constraints:

\[
\forall d' \in I, \forall d \in J, \quad t(d'_{i-1}) < t(d_j) \leq t(d'_i) \implies \\
\left( t(d'_i) - t(d'_{i-1}) \leq R_{RR} \quad \text{and} \quad \right)
\left. \left| v(d'_i) - v(d_j) \right| \leq R_{RA} \quad \text{and} \quad \right)
\left. t(d'_i) - t(d_j) \leq R_{RF} \right)
\]

(6.1)

where \( t(d) \) is the time when the data \( d \) is sent, and \( v(d) \) is the value of the data \( d \).

**QoD-aware Monitoring Usages**

The usages of QoD-aware monitoring can be seen from two perspectives. First, from the perspective of a monitoring provider, QoD-aware monitoring helps to increase efficiency on resource usage, e.g., data bandwidth. Second, it allows a monitoring client to define more precisely the quality of data they need.

Consider, for example, a human client who wants to monitor system utilization, but she/he does not want the monitoring reports to be intrusive. Hence, she/he may want to request utilization data for one hour intervals. However, she/he does not want to miss
rapid changes on the system utilization. Hence, she/he puts in a data quality requirement that the accuracy of the data she/he receives should not be more than 0.10 points. In this case, the monitoring system delivers the data on (maximum) an hourly rate, but also makes sure that the last reported data does not differ more than 0.10 points from the real value.

QoD-Aware Data Delivery

Based on QoD requirements, a monitoring provider may provide a QoD-aware data delivery by optimizing monitoring resources while still fulfilling the constraints as described in Eq. 5.1. There are many ways to achieve such QoD-aware data delivery, e.g., depending on the optimization objective. We present an example of such QoD-aware data delivery algorithm (see Algorithm 6.1), which minimizes the number of messages (i.e., the number of sent monitoring data), while still honoring the QoD requirements. This algorithm defers the sending of data, retain it, and calculate the right time to send the data according to the data rate, $R_R$, accuracy, $R_A$, and freshness, $R_F$, requirements. Here, the RECEIVE function is executed when a monitoring consumer (see Section 6.3) receives data, and the SEND function sends data to the subscriber.
Algorithm 6.1: Algorithm for QoD-Aware Data Delivery

Input: QoD requirements, $Q = (R_R, R_A, R_F)$

Procedure receive(data) /* invoked when consumer receives data */
  retain(data, MAXRETAINED)
  if $R_A$ is set then
    if $|data - lastSentData| > R_A$ then
      send(data)
      SCHEDULER.cancelPreviousWorker()
      return
    end
  end
  if $R_F$ is set then
    if not dataChanged \& data $\neq lastSentData$ then
      dataChanged $\leftarrow$ True
      nextWakeTime $\leftarrow$ NOW + $R_F$
      SCHEDULER.cancelPreviousWorker()
      SCHEDULER.wakeMeAt(nextWakeTime)
    end
  end
  if $R_R$ is set then
    if nextWakeTime > NOW + $R_R$ then
      nextWakeTime $\leftarrow$ NOW + $R_R$
      SCHEDULER.cancelPreviousWorker()
      SCHEDULER.wakeMeAt(nextWakeTime)
    end
  end

Procedure wake()
  data $\leftarrow$ estimateFromRetainedData() send(data)
  if rate is set then
    nextWakeTime $\leftarrow$ NOW + rate
    SCHEDULER.wakeMeAt(nextWakeTime)
  end
end
6.3 Distributed Monitoring Framework

Our monitoring framework consists mainly of monitoring agents (or agents for short), which provide events and metrics for other monitoring agents, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (here, a metric is a type of event, in the remainder of this chapter we use them interchangeably). Such a distributed and recursive nature of the monitoring agents structure allows our framework to scale according to the scale of the HCS.

Our framework adopts an event-based approach using the publish/subscribe pattern. Each agent publishes topics that contain metric values for other agents. Each agent can either subscribe to certain topics from other agents, or retrieve metrics from their own adapters connecting to the underlying monitoring tools. Eventually, a client application (or a client, for short) can then consume metrics from one or more agents and use it in the application logic. Fig. 6.3 also represents an example of agents topology.

In the following subsections we discuss the construct of monitoring agents and the communication protocol between those monitoring agents, as well as some technical considerations for agents’ implementation.

6.3.1 Monitoring Agent

A monitoring agent is a software component containing a monitoring producer (MP), which produces events and metrics according to the context it monitors. Inputs of a monitoring agent come from one or more monitoring adapters (MA), which retrieve events and metrics from the underlying resources or application monitors, and/or one or more monitoring consumers (MC), which consume events from other agents.

The monitoring adapter (MA) component of an agent, adapts events and metrics captured from a specific monitoring tool provided by the application or resource platform. An MA may retrieve metrics through an underlying protocol provided by the monitoring tool. For example, the presence events of a human-based service can be provided using XMPP. Other publish/subscribe protocols, such as AMQP and MQTT may also be used for retrieving metrics from software-based or thing-based systems. Other underlying platforms may also utilize other techniques to propagate metrics such as using polling techniques, e.g., [120], or multicast techniques, e.g., [119]. Hence, the implementation of MA is platform-specific, and is beyond the scope of our work. Moreover, instead of implementing an MA for an underlying monitoring tool, an agent may also consume metrics provided by another agent by implementing a monitoring consumer (MC).

Note that the proposed construct of monitoring agents is a conceptual abstraction. On the practical level, multiple agents can be implemented either on a single physical node (e.g., an agent may consume its own metrics to produce more complex metrics), or on multiple nodes. In the case where agents are distributed, they need to communicate each others. The communication protocol between MCs and MPs is discussed in Section 6.3.2.

A proposed implementation model of an agent is shown in the bottom-right inset of Fig. 6.3. Here, an agent is implemented using a complex event processor to process event streams retrieved via an MC. A straightforward raw metric can publish directly from the incoming event stream. For composite and correlation metrics, an associated event query
can be utilized, e.g., aggregating an incoming event stream using an aggregate function, or combining multiple event streams using a composite expression, or normalizing and correlating multiple event streams. State automata can be employed to listen to state events from the stream and to produce state-based metrics. Each of these produced metric streams are then published by the MP under a specified topic. Proposed models for implementing QoD are discussed in the following subsection.
6.3.2 Protocol and Quality-Aware Delivery

There are currently a multitude of protocols supporting the publish/subscribe pattern. Our proposed framework focuses on the abstraction for dealing with monitoring entities involved in an HCS. Hence, the realization of such an abstraction may use available protocols.

A typical implementation of such publish/subscribe protocols decouples publishers and subscribers by employing a message broker (or a cluster of brokers), which has the logic for routing message exchanges between publishers and subscribers. To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no protocols that have out-of-the-box support for a dynamic message exchange routing which allows one topic to be delivered to multiple subscribers having different quality requirements with respect to the data rate, accuracy, or freshness. However, the implementation of the QoD-aware data delivery may extend available subscription message format, when possible; and then use the custom exchange routing to implement the QoD-aware data delivery algorithm.

The implementation of such QoD-aware data delivery can be done on two sides, i.e. on the broker side or on the client (agent) side. Implementing QoD-aware delivery on the broker side is only possible for protocol that supports custom exchange routing, for example on an AMQP-based implementation (e.g., RabbitMQ). For a protocol that does not allow a custom exchange routing, e.g., MQTT, the QoD-aware delivery implementation is only feasible on the agent side.

In agent-side QoD-aware delivery, the publisher must know which subscribers are listening to topics with the required QoD, so that the publisher knows exactly to whom and when messages should be sent. Hence, the agent-side QoD-aware delivery breaks one of the original goals of the publish/subscribe pattern, i.e., the decoupling of publishers and subscribers. Moreover, the broker-side QoD-aware delivery puts all the QoD processing logic on the broker, hence making the implementation of agents simpler. However, the agent-side QoD-aware delivery allows more optimized metrics publication, because it allows more granular control on when a publisher should publish a metric, instead of publishing on every produced metric values.

6.4 Reasoning for Adaptation

The purposes of a monitoring framework are manifold. For example, a monitoring framework is useful to provide inputs for ad-hoc analytics and decision supports to obtain meaningful insights, e.g., [158], or to provide metrics for operational dashboard, e.g., [159].

Another useful and widespread use of a monitoring framework is in autonomic computing. In autonomic systems with intelligent monitor-analyze-plan-execute control loop, a monitoring framework delivers the monitor function, which provides the mechanisms that collect, aggregate, filter and report details, e.g., metrics, collected from a managed resource [160].
To enable autonomic adaptation in HCSs, e.g., for adapting the composition of a running compute units collective (see Section 5.5), an adaptation engine can be developed using a reasoning engine, and implement the aforementioned monitoring consumer interface to receive metrics from our monitoring framework. Once the metrics of concern are defined, a set of rules can be defined to reason about actions to be performed when certain conditions are occurred.

For this adaptation reasoning to function, metrics need to be augmented with metadata, which represent the objects that own the metrics, e.g., task id, compute unit id, etc. During the lifecycle of the tasks, the adaptation engine continuously asserts facts representing metrics and their metadata to the reasoning engine according to the incoming events and metrics streams subscribed by the monitoring consumer. When a certain rule condition is met, the reasoning engine executes the adaptation actions.

Adaptation rules can be used to make decisions and invoke actions exposed by the compute units manager and the runtime environment. For example, an adaptation rule may decide to invoke an escalated action when a service level objective (SLO) is violated. Some rules may also be employed to apply changes on the property of the running compute units collectives due to certain conditions, such as imposing rewards and punishments to assigned human-based compute units. Furthermore, adaptation rules may also decide to adapt the formation of the running compute units collective, such as scaling-out (e.g., adding more experts to troubleshoot an issue), scaling-in (e.g., reducing the number of sensors), or swapping a compute unit with another one (e.g., replacing a malicious worker), etc. Such formation adaptation can be executed by making a re-provisioning request as described in Section 5.5.

The implementation of an adaptation engine varies depending on the technologies, e.g., the reasoning engine, that are being used. An example prototype implementation of an adaptation engine using Drools rule engine is presented in Chapter 4. In such implementation, the monitoring consumer subscribed to metric topics required by the consumer-defined rules written in Drools language. During runtime, for each retrieved metric, a Metric object containing the metric’s value, topic name, and metadata is sent to the Drools’ fact-base. A collection of useful actions, e.g., for invoking remote Web services provided by the compute units manager and the runtime environment, are collected in Action class. Listing 6.1 shows an example of a rule for replacing human-based compute units that has more than 12 hours of continuous activity. The HumanActiveDuration topic represents a utilization metric of a human-based compute unit as defined in Listing 6.2 in Section 6.5.

```java
/* @subscribeTo: HumanActiveDuration */
rule "ReplaceHumanUnit"
when
metric : Metric(topic="HumanActiveDuration", value > 12*3600, unit.type="human")
then
Action.invokeService("/reprovision", metric.collective.id, metric.unit.id);
end
```

Listing 6.1: An example of Drools rule for MaxUtilViolated
6.5 Evaluation

To exemplify and evaluate our approach, we run experiments using our prototype platform presented in Chapter 4. In our platform, we employ Esper\(^{1}\) as the complex event processors, and the evaluated metrics are translated into Esper event processing language (EPL). For the QoD processing, we implemented both, broker-based, and agent-based approaches.

We run experiments based on the infrastructure maintenance scenario discussed in Section 1.2. However, as shown in Fig. 6.4, here we focus on the monitored metrics for sensors, which emit sensor data from an infrastructure, data analytic services, which analyze streams of sensor data, and dedicated human experts, who handle occurring incident tickets.

Experiments Setup To demonstrate the diversity of the underlying systems we monitor, we setup experiments employing monitoring data from a thing-based and software-based system, as well as a human-based system. We use data from a realistic Machine-to-Machine (M2M) DaaS, which processes information originating from several different types of data sensors (e.g., temperature, atmospheric pressure, or pollution). This M2M DaaS is comprised of processing and data services executed using an elastic cloud service framework, ADVISE\(^{1}\). The datasets of this experiment are available

\(^{1}\)http://esper.codehaus.org
During the execution we injected events that create incidents, which should be further investigated by human-based compute units. Based on a real incident management system, we simulate the composition and execution of the so-called social compute unit (SCU), which contains a group of experts that can be composed and dissolved on-demand [144]. The proprietary dataset of this incident management system is obtained from our industry partner, which contains a distribution of the human tasks occurrence according to real historical data, as well as the composition of the group of people performing each task, and the duration of the task execution.

For evaluation purposes, we created adapters for the underlying monitoring tools capable of retrieving and replaying the recorded monitoring data from the aforementioned setup. We implemented generic classes of monitoring agents, namely state-based agent, correlator agent, aggregator agent, and client agent. Together with a messaging broker, these agents are then incorporated as grid entities in our platform using GridSim framework (see Section 4.1).

**Experiment 1 - Retrieving Complex Metrics**  
Traditional monitoring systems typically deal with homogeneous systems, where correlating similar metrics with different semantics from different subsystems is difficult. In our first experiment, we demonstrate the capability of our framework for capturing complex metrics derived from the correlation of metrics of different subsystems. Here we use the utilization metrics as discussed in Section 6.2.1. The utilization of human-based compute units is derived from their active hours during the last 24 hours. The utilization of the software-based system is obtained from the active duration of the tasks.

---

from the CPU usages of the machines running the software-based services. On the
thing-based system, we capture the snapshots of the numbers of active sensors at any
particular time. These three different metrics are then correlated, i.e., normalized and
combined into one metric stream, so that further unified operations becomes possible.
We then applied stream data aggregation operation (median and percentiles) to obtain
new aggregated utilization metrics, which represent the behavior of the overall system.

An XML definition of such correlated utilization metric is shown in Listing 6.2. Such
a metric definition is then transformed into EPL and deployed into a complex event
processor. Fig. 6.5 illustrates how the metrics and events streams are processed by the
agents. We deploy the metric processors into our prototype implementation running the
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(a) Human-Based Units Utilization (average active time in the last 24 hours)

(b) Software-Based System Utilization (average CPU usages on all data collection and processing machines)

(c) Thing-Based System Utilization (the number of active sensors)

(d) Hybrid Human-Machine Computing System Utilization

Figure 6.6: Correlated Utilization Metrics
The streams of CPU usage and active sensors’ metrics are fluctuated much rapidly as shown in Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6c, while the active time of human-based compute units are more steady (Fig. 6.6a). We remove the data captured from the first 24 hours to avoid the effect of incomplete initial collection of human-based compute units activities. The outcome of the correlated utilization metrics shown in Fig. 6.6d.

**Experiment 2 - Non-intrusive Monitoring using QoD** In HCS monitoring, different monitoring clients may require different data qualities. In this experiment, we would like to show the benefits of QoD-aware data delivery provided by our framework, especially for the monitoring clients with respect to the intrusiveness of the data. We deploy two monitoring clients that subscribe for CPU usage metrics. The first client subscribes without QoD requirements, while the second one emulates a human-based client, who wants only to receive updates on every 12 hours, while still requiring data accuracy of 10 points.

Here we use again a similar setup as in the first experiment, and apply the algorithm for QoD-aware data delivery shown in Algorithm 6.1 on the message broker. The estimation of the QoD-aware data is using moving average to calculate the data value on a particular point. As can be seen in Fig. 6.7, the data received by the second client is much more sparse than the first one, as it requests to receive data on every 12 hours basis. However, on the events where the metric fluctuates very rapidly (i.e., more than the requested 10 points before the 12 hours duration dues), the clients receives more data.

**Experiment 3 - Comparing Implementations of QoD-aware Data Delivery** As discussed in Section 6.2.2, QoD-aware data delivery can be implemented either on the broker-side or on the agent-side. In this experiment, we want to compare both approaches, and study the costs and benefits, especially from the perspective of monitoring providers. Here we experiment using similar setup as in Experiment 1, and apply the QoD-aware data delivery algorithm on either the broker or the agents and evaluate the results based on the number of messages, which represent the monitoring overhead for the overall system. The messages are counted and classified in two classes, the published messages (i.e., messages sent out by agents to the broker), and fan-out messages (i.e., message sent out by the broker to consumers).

First, we run the experiments using varying number of clients, i.e., 20, 40, and 60 clients, each with varying QoD requirements. As shown in Fig. 6.9, the broker-based quality-aware delivery is more efficient compared to the agent-based counterpart with respect to the number of total messages. This is due to the fact that the number of published messages on the broker-based quality-aware delivery is constant regardless the number of clients; while on the agent-based quality-aware delivery, the published messages are addressed to each clients with particular QoD requirements.

However, the agent-based quality-aware delivery can be more efficient than the broker-based one on different setups. Here, we setup again the experiments with 10
clients. We run several sets of experiments with these clients, each set with different data rates requirements as shown in Fig. 6.9. Here we can see that the agent-based quality-aware delivery is more efficient in low data rate requirements, because the number of its published messages becomes lower than the number of published messages in the broker-based counterparts. The cross points of these two approaches represent the data rates that are roughly equal to the mean original data rate (i.e., the data rate of messages sent out by agents if there is no QoD requirements).

6.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented our framework for monitoring an HCS considering the characteristics of the underlying subsystems. We proposed four classes of metrics to model both simple metrics, and complex metrics. Especially, the construct of correlation metric is used to tackle the problem of combining together metrics with different semantics from diverse compute units. Moreover, we applied the concept of Quality of Data (QoD) to cater custom monitoring requirements, which represent a trade-off between data quality and monitoring cost.

Our experiments showed the effectiveness of our monitoring framework to capture complex metrics. Furthermore, we showed benefits for both, monitoring clients, and providers, in applying QoD-aware data delivery on HCS monitoring.
Figure 6.8: Number of Messages in Quality-Aware Delivery

Figure 6.9: Number of Messages in Varying Data Rates
Reliability Analysis

7.1 Introduction

Reliability is one of the important quality measures of a system. In a traditional machine-only computation, reliability is typically defined as the ability of a system to function correctly over a specified period, mostly under predefined conditions [162]. However, in the context where human-based compute units are involved, i.e., in Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs), the reliability property is used with different quantifications and interpretations, e.g., the reliability property can be interpreted as (i) the probability of human errors so that such errors can be mitigated to obtain a high level of safety environment [134, 135], e.g., in healthcare, and transportation sector, (ii) the ratio of successful task executions in a workflow or a business process, e.g., [132, 133], or (iii) the quality of results or contents, e.g., [36, 163, 131].

In HCSs, we are interested in understanding the reliability of the provisioned compute units collectives to execute tasks. However, analyzing the reliability of compute units collectives introduces many challenges. The diversity of the compute units and their individual reliability models brings forth different failure characteristics that must be taken into account when measuring the reliability. The complexity of the structure of the compute units collective and the large scale of the involved compute units also contribute to the complexity of the reliability analysis.

Our contribution presented in this chapter answers Research Question 3: “How to measure the reliability of an HCS, which consists not only machine-based compute units but also human-based compute units?”. The salient contributions of this chapter is to propose a framework for compute units collectives reliability analysis, which takes into account individual compute units’ reliability model and the compute units collective’s structure. We adopt models to measure the reliability of individual machine-based and human-based compute units, and introduce a model that can be used for describing the complex structure of compute units collectives, i.e., the collective dependency model discussed in Section 3.3.4. Furthermore, to deal with the large scale of the cloud-based
landscape, we introduce the notion of *virtual standby units* abstracting the group of compute units available from the pool of computing resources. These models are then utilized to perform the reliability analysis.

A set of tools for modeling and analyzing the reliability of compute units collectives is useful, e.g., (i) for application designers to design, evaluate, and improve application components for executing tasks, (ii) for resource platform providers to deliver more reliable machine-based and human-based compute units such as by providing a reliability-aware discovery and composition service, and (iii) for task owners to tune the task specification to achieve the required reliability.

### 7.2 Reliability Models

In machine-based computation, failures are typically caused by natural- or design-faults [162]. However, for human compute units the nature of the faults is different. Humans are prone to execution error [134]. When a human performs a task, it is natural he/she performs an error, which leads to failure. Also, same tasks executed by the same worker on different times may give different results.

In general, reliability models can be categorized into black box and white box models [162]. For human-based compute units, it is complex to model the internal functioning of a human work using a white box model. Black box models, such as based on interpolation or parameter estimation using historical data, can be used for predicting the individual reliability. Various influencing factors, such as trust, skills, connectedness of the compute units collectives, as well as past success rates, may affect the reliability of individuals. However, problems may arise for a new compute unit with no historical data. To this issue we point to approaches for predicting reliability based on similarity such as found in [164]. Our work presented in this chapter focuses on the issues of the reliability analysis for mix human-machine collectives using black-box models with *a priori* known factors.

#### 7.2.1 Reliability of Individual Units

**Reliability of machine-based compute units** Measuring the reliability of machine-based compute units is a well-researched problem [165, 166, 167]. Generally, it can be summarized as follows. Let $T$ be a continuous random variable that represents the time elapsed until the first failure occurs. And let $f(t)$ be the probability density function of $T$, and $F(t)$ be the cumulative distribution function of $T$. Traditionally, $F(t)$ represents the unreliability of the system, i.e., the probability that the system fails at least once in time interval $[0, t]$. The reliability, $R(t)$, of the compute unit is the complement of $F(t)$, i.e., $R(t) = 1 - F(t)$ [165].

**Reliability of human-based compute units** In human-based tasks, we typically do not deal with the exact time when a particular human-based compute units fails, instead we are more interested in whether a particular task execution is likely successful.
Furthermore, in the execution of human-based tasks, the active execution time of the 
human-based compute units is not continuous, i.e., people may take a break, eat, and 
sleep. Therefore, in our model, we approach the reliability of human-based compute 
units using a discrete time space.

Let $K$ be a discrete random variable which represents the number of consecutive 
successful task executions by a particular human-based compute units until a first failure 
occurs. Let $f(k)$ be the probability density function of $K$ which also represents the 
probability of the first failure occurs at $k$-th task execution. Let $F(k)$ be the cumulative 
distribution function of $K$. $F(k)$ represents the unreliability of the human-based compute 
unit, i.e., the probability that the compute unit fails at least once in execution $[1,k]$. The reliability, $R(k)$, defines the reliability of the human-based compute units for the 
execution of all $k$ tasks. Hence, we have

$$f(k) = Pr(K = k) = Pr\{task_k \text{ fails } | \text{ task}_{1}, \text{task}_{2},...\text{task}_{k-1} \text{ succeed}\}. \quad (7.1)$$

Depending on the problem domain and the underlying human-computing systems, 
different discrete distributions can then be employed to define $f(k)$. Note that the 
distribution parameters of such failure probability may also dynamically change from 
time to time, e.g., due to the human skill evolution [168]. To exemplify this model, in our 
experiments described in Section 7.4, we approach $f(k)$ using a geometric distribution 
with non-dynamic parameters.

This model extends models proposed in human reliability analysis and task quality 
measurement techniques, e.g., [131, 132, 133, 134, 135], where the reliability property, 
e.g., with respect to the failure/success probability, can be taken for granted. However, 
instead of using only a single value of failure/success probability for the next human task 
exection, our model allows the estimation of the reliability as a cumulative probability 
of failure/success within a set of consecutive task executions. Hence, together with the 
traditional reliability measurement of machine-based compute units we could derive the 
reliability of compute units collectives in a discrete time space.

### 7.2.2 Reliability of Compute Units Collective

We define the reliability of a compute units collective as the reliability of the task execution 
performed by the compute units collective, i.e., the probability that the compute units 
collective successfully execute tasks. As discussed in the following section, the reliability 
of a compute units collective to execute a task depends on the reliability of the individual 
compute units that are potentially assigned and the structure of the compute units 
collective represented by the collective dependency.

### 7.3 Reliability Analysis Framework

Here we present a framework that provides features to evaluate the reliability of compute 
units collectives. The goal of our framework is to measure the reliability of the HCS
consisting compute units collective instances to execute tasks. More specifically, given a set of $k$ consecutive tasks $T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_k\}$, we measure the reliability of all compute units collectives provisioned by the HCS to execute $t_i \in T$. This framework takes the following as inputs: the profiles of the compute units to determine their individual reliability (Section 7.2.1), and the collective dependency of the task type (Section 3.5). Our proposed analysis approach yields the reliability of compute units collectives provided by the HCS to execute a particular task type.

7.3.1 Reliability Structure of Compute Units Collective

We revisit the compute units collective provisioning view shown in Fig. 3.3, where a compute units collective structure is made up of roles fulfilled by selected compute units according to the task requirement. The member compute units of a role can be fulfilled either (i) from a static set of compute units (e.g., as in Role Stream Analyzer, Role Human Computing Platform, Role Infrastructure Manager, and Role Communication Provider shown in Fig. 3.5) or (ii) from a dynamic set of compute units (e.g., as in Role Collector, Role Assessor, and Role Sensors also shown in Fig. 3.5).

For the dynamic set of compute units, one of the main challenges in a cloud-based compute units collective provisioning is to deal with large numbers of available compute units. For example, the number of people participating in a crowdsourcing platform can be very large (e.g., in a smart city). However, since compute units collectives are task-oriented and provisioned on-demand, we can abstract these large pools of compute units that will likely be included in the assembled compute units collective. We call these sets of compute units as Virtual Standby Units (VSUs). Hence, a VSU is a subset of the compute units pool consisting compute units qualified to perform a particular role. A VSU consists of a set of active compute units assigned to execute the task, and a pool of qualified standby compute units, as shown in Fig. 7.1. During runtime, a detection-and-reconfiguration component monitor the active compute units to detect any failure, and when a failure occur, the active compute units can be reconfigured by replacing the faulty compute unit with the one from the pool of standby compute units.

With this approach, only compute units qualified for providing resources required for the task’s roles are considered for analysis. However, the construction of VSUs should consider not only static profiles, but also the dynamic changes of functional and non-functional properties of the compute units. For example, in our infrastructure maintenance scenario, we may want to analyze the reliability of the facility sensing capability against a particular building at a particular time slot; therefore, we can utilize the participants properties such as time availability and location history to decide whether he/she should be included in the VSU for that particular task.

Given a set of all compute units $\mathcal{U}$, the VSU for $t$ is a subset of $\mathcal{U}$, i.e., $VSU_t \subset \mathcal{U}$. The members of $VSU_t$ can be retrieved using the discovery service provided by the compute units manager considering the properties of the compute units (see Section 3.1.2).

On the task level, the reliability structure of a compute units collective depends on its collective dependency model, which has been presented in Section 3.3.4. For the sake of readability, in Fig. 7.2 we show again the collective dependency model of
Figure 7.1: VSU’s Structure

Figure 7.2: Collective Dependency for Reliability Structure
our infrastructure scenario, previously shown in Fig. 3.5, with additional labeling for the static set of units and the VSUs for each roles. Here, the sensors (Se), citizens (Cz), and inspectors (In) are constituted as VSUs, and both citizens and inspectors may provide services for collector (Coll) and assessor (Asses) roles, hence we have the following VSUs: VSUSe, VSVSCollz, VSVSAssesz, VSVIColl, VSUInAsses. Furthermore, the Infrastructure Management Platform (IMP), the Stream Analytic Server (SAS), the Human-based Computing Platform (HCP), and Sensors Network (SN) are static sets of compute units.

7.3.2 Reliability Calculation

We employ the following procedures to estimate the reliability of compute units collectives:

1. We calculate the reliability of individual compute units based on their profiles.
2. We determine the reliability for each group of compute units potentially assigned for a particular role.
3. We calculate the reliability of the executions of task instances for a particular task type based on the reliability of the group of compute units assigned for each task roles.

The first procedure has been discussed in Section 7.2.1. In the following we discuss the last two procedures in detail.

Reliability of Role Assignments

The reliability for each role assignments in a compute units collective is defined according to the reliability of the set of compute units that can be assigned for the role. Compute units assigned to a particular role can be either from a static set of compute units, or from a VSU. We discuss the reliability of the sets of compute units according to these two types of assignments as follows.

a) Reliability of static sets of compute units  A static set of compute units may employ only a single compute unit (simplex), or a certain basic structure such as the parallel structure, where we distribute a task in parallel and expect at least one compute unit returns a result, or the series structure, where we expect all assigned compute units provide results correctly. A more complex structure can also be formed from these basic structures. A static set of compute units may also employ a static redundancy for masking faults. One of well-known approaches for a static redundancy is the M-of-N redundancy, which consists of N compute units and requires at least M of them to function properly. For example, in human-based computing, this M-of-N redundancy can be in the form of assignments of the same task role to N people, where we expect at least M people provide the correct result reliably. The calculation of the reliability of such static structures is well known and can be found in [167].
b) Reliability of VSUs  When a role of a task is fulfilled using potential compute units from an VSU, it resembles the structure of a set of active compute units accompanied by standby spare compute units, as shown in Fig. 7.1. If any of the active compute units fails, a standby compute unit is activated for a replacement. This resilience approach is traditionally called hybrid redundancy (or simply dynamic redundancy when only a single compute unit is active), where we dynamically detect (or predict) faults and reconfigure the structure of the running compute units collective to correct (or anticipate) the faults. In this case, we also need to take the reliability of the detection and reconfiguration component into account.

If the active compute units from an VSU are assembled to use M-of-N redundancy approach, we would need at least \( M \) compute units to function properly. Let \( L \) be the number of standby spare compute units, the reliability of the VSU is given by the probability that at least \( M \) compute units out of \( L + N \) compute units are functioning correctly. Hence, given the reliability of the detection and reconfiguration component \( R_{DR} \) and the uniform reliability of each compute units \( R_u \), the reliability of an VSU is given by

\[
R_{VSU} = R_{DR} \cdot \sum_{i=M}^{L+N} \binom{L+N}{i} R_u^i (1 - R_u)^{L+N-i}.
\]

For non-uniform \( R_u \), an analytical probability calculation based on each individual compute unit reliability can be performed.

Reliability of Task Executions

When a compute units collective is assembled, its assigned compute units constitute a configuration that fulfills a set of required dependencies as defined by the task’s collective dependency model (see Section 3.3.4). Due to the flexibility of compute units collectives, i.e., defined by alternate dependencies and alternate assignments in the collective dependency model, different compute units collective configurations may be composed for different task instances. We use the concept of execution spanning tree (EST) to identify various possible compute units collective configurations for a particular task type.

We define that an EST contains the inter-dependent static sets of compute units and/or VSUs such that its vertices (the static sets of compute units/the VSUs) are capable to execute a set of required \( c\)-activities defined in the collective dependency model. That is, given a collective dependency graph \( G_{dep} = (\mathcal{A}, E) \) and static sets of compute units/VSUs \( \mathcal{V} \), we can have an EST \( T = (\mathcal{V'}, \mathcal{E'}) \), where \( \mathcal{V'} \subseteq \mathcal{V} \) and \( \mathcal{E'} \) is the dependency of \( \mathcal{V'} \) according to \( \mathcal{E} \), such that \( \mathcal{V'} \) and \( \mathcal{E'} \) encompass one possible alternative dependency set in \( G_{dep} \).

To obtain ESTs, we could derive the dependencies between the compute units from the collective dependency. Algorithm 7.1 presents a procedure to transform a collective dependency into a set of ESTs. For example, given a collective dependency model shown in Fig. 7.2 we can obtain a set of possible ESTs as follows:

- \( IMP, SAS, VSU_{Se}, SN \)
For a compute units collective to execute a task reliably, at least one EST must successfully accomplish the task. The failures of all possible ESTs result in the failure of the compute units collective to execute the task. Therefore, given a task $t$ and its set of EST $T_t$, we can define the reliability to execute the task $t$, $R_t$, as the probably of having at least one EST of $T_t$ working properly:

$$R_t = \Pr\{\exists \text{EST}, \text{EST} \in T_t \land \text{EST works properly}\}.$$ 

Let $E_i$ be the event that $\text{EST}_i \in T_t$ operates properly, then the reliability to execute the task $t$ is given by

$$R_t = \Pr\left\{\bigcup_{i=1}^{\lvert T_t \rvert} E_i \right\}. \quad (7.2)$$

The calculation of probability of such events should consider the fact that $E_i$ may be correlated, i.e., the inclusion of VSUs in ESTs are not exclusive. Several works, e.g., [169, 138], propose some techniques to calculate such probability.

### 7.4 Evaluation

In the following, we apply our model by exemplifying some reliability analyses on different scenarios. Our goal here is to show how our model can be used to measure the reliability of task executions, $R_{\text{task}}$, and how we can get insights from the reliability analysis. In our experiments, we need to study the reliability of the systems with various different configurations with respect to the different numbers of compute units and their properties. Therefore, we use simulated pools of compute units, as well as simulated task requests. The purpose of this experiment is not to model a true-to-life scenario. However, we want to show how our tool can be used to model and tune different scenarios, and how the reliability analysis can be used as a feedback for improvements. Here, we use again our prototype platform presented in Chapter 4, to simulate various behaviors of an HCS and study their reliability.

In our experiments, we use the infrastructure maintenance scenario as depicted in Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 3.5. We define the task in our experiments as the task for sensing facility breakdown. Each instantiation of a task is implicitly associated with an occurring breakdown event. A task execution is said to be successful when the breakdown is correctly detected. Here, a reliability analysis is very important and useful for improving the reliability of the system. For example, we can identify which section of the city or building complex has unreliable sensing capability; therefore, we can schedule and
Algorithm 7.1: EST Generation Algorithm

1 Function generateEST(dependencyGraph)
2 ESTList ← ∅
3 foreach root ∈ dependencyGraph.getRoots() do
4    est ← generate(root)
5    ESTList ← combine(ESTList, est)
6 end
7 return ESTList
8 end

10 Function generate(node)
11 ESTList ← node.generateResourcesEST()
12 foreach branch ∈ node.getBranches() do
13    if branch.isAlternating() then
14        childESTList ← ∅
15        foreach altNode ∈ branch.getAltNodes() do
16            alternateEST ← generate(altNode)
17            childESTList.add(alternateEST)
18        end
19        else
20            branchNone ← branch.getNode()
21            childESTList ← generate(branchNone)
22        end
23        ESTList ← combine(ESTList, childESTList)
24    end
25 return ESTList
26 end

30 Function combine(list1, list2)
31 if list1 = ∅ then
32    return list2
33 else if list2 = ∅ then
34    return list2
35 else
36    resultList ← ∅
37    foreach s1 ∈ list1 do
38        foreach s2 ∈ list2 do
39            resultList.add(s1 + s2)
40        end
41    end
42    return resultList
43 end
dispatch dedicated inspectors more frequently on that particular section, or recruit more citizens to increase the reliability of the sensing capability.

Without loss of generality, in these experiments we model the probability of failed executions of each individual compute unit in discrete time space using the geometric distribution. Let $p$ be the failure probability of executions by an individual compute unit. Assuming that $p$ is constant and independent of the execution time, we could have

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(k) & = (1 - p)^{k-1}p, \quad \text{and} \\
    F(k) & = 1 - (1 - p)^k, \quad \text{therefore} \\
    R(k) & = (1 - p)^k. \\
\end{align*}
\] (7.3)

An estimation of the distribution parameter $p$ can be derived from the task execution data of each individual compute unit. For a known compute unit $u$, let $e = e_1, e_2, ..., e_n$ be a set of result execution samples. The value of $e_i$ may be a binary, 1 for a successful execution and 0 for a failure execution, or a floating number $[0..1]$, which represents the result quality of the execution. The distribution parameter $p$ of compute unit $u$ can be estimated by

\[
\hat{p}_u = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i}{n}.
\] (7.4)

**Experiments Setup**  Assuming the Infrastructure Management Platform (IMP), the Stream Analytic Server (SAS), the Human-based Computing Platform (HCP), and Sensors Network (SN) are static sets of compute units (Fig. 3.5), we focus our experiments on studying the variability of VSUs configuration of machine-based sensors, as-well-as human citizens, and human inspectors in fulfilling sensor, collector, and assessor roles. Citizens and inspectors may be assigned to the collector and assessor role, while machine-based sensors are assigned to fulfill the sensor role. Each machine-based compute unit (i.e., a sensor) has a randomly generated continuous failure rate $\lambda$, and the reliability at a particular time $t$ is given by $R(t) = e^{-\lambda t}$ [105]. Each human-based compute unit (i.e., a citizen or an inspector) has a randomly generated probability of failure $p$, and the reliability at a particular execution $k$ can be measured using Equation 7.3. The way how the properties of compute units can be configured is discussed in Section 4.2 and Appendix A.2.

We perform three sets of experiments to study different aspects of reliability in compute units collectives with different configurations as shown in Table 7.1. These experiments are discussed as follows.

**Experiment 1 - Reliability Changes over Time**  In this experiment, we study how the reliability of the task executions changes over time. We generate a fix number of compute units and generate statistically distributed failure probabilities and failure rates for each compute units as shown in Table 7.1. We employ fix reliability configurations: for citizens, when they are assigned to a task, at least 2 of 3 assigned citizens must be working properly; for inspectors and sensors, we require only one working compute unit. We simulate the detection and reconfiguration of faulty compute units using software-based
Figure 7.3: Reliability on task executions, $R(k)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Goals: to study</th>
<th>Configurations</th>
<th>Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Exp. 1    | reliability changes over time or executions | $N_{citizens} = 200$  
$N_{inspectors} = 10$  
$N_{sensors} = 50$  
$\bar{p}_{citizens} = 0.3$  
$\bar{p}_{inspectors} = 0.05$  
$\lambda_{sensors} = 0.02$  
$\lambda_{DR} = 0.001$  
$k = [1..10000]$ | $k = [1..10000]$ |
| Exp. 2    | effect of different sizes of compute unit pools on reliability | $\bar{p}_{citizens} = 0.3$  
$\bar{p}_{inspectors} = 0.05$  
$\lambda_{sensors} = 0.02$  
$\lambda_{DR} = 0.001$  
$k = 2500$ | $N_{citizens} = [0..300]$  
$N_{inspectors} = [0..20]$  
$N_{sensors} = [0..250]$ |
| Exp. 3    | effect of different compute units collective provisioning strategies on reliability | $N_{citizens} = 200$  
$N_{inspectors} = 10$  
$N_{sensors} = 50$  
$\bar{p}_{citizens} = 0.3$  
$\bar{p}_{inspectors} = 0.05$  
$\lambda_{sensors} = 0.02$  
$\lambda_{DR} = 0.001$  
$k = 2500$ | strategies:  
- uniform distribution  
- fastest response  
- greedy (cost optimized) |

Table 7.1: Reliability Analysis Experiment Scenarios
components with a failure rate $\lambda_{DR} = 0.001$. We generate 10,000 tasks with a task rate of 30 tasks per time unit. For each task instance, members of the VSUs are then assigned and activated for executing the task.

During the experiment we measure the average reliability of individual compute units, as well as the reliability of VSUs and the aggregated reliability of the task executions, $R_{task}$ (given by equation 7.2), as shown in Fig. 7.3. The reliability of VSUs are affected by the number of compute units as well as the reliability of each compute units. $R_{VSUcollectors}$ is higher than $R_{VSUassessors}$ because in our experiments the number of generated compute units qualified for doing data collection task is around 50% more than the the number of data assessment qualified compute units. Furthermore, the average reliability of sensor compute units is calculated as a function of $t$; hence, the slope of its reliability is also affected by the task rate, here (as well as in other experiments) we use $t = \frac{k}{30}$, i.e., 30 tasks per time unit.

The reliability of VSUs are significantly higher than the average reliability of individual compute units, since VSUs employ dynamic/hybrid redundancy. The reliability of any computing systems always decreases over time. However, the decrement slope of an VSU is not as steep as its individual compute units. On low $k$ value, the reliability of the whole system and VSUs are mainly affected by $R_{DR}$. In fact, in this setup if we simulate a perfect detection and reconfiguration component, i.e., $\lambda_{DR} = 0$, we will have $R_{task} \simeq 1$ until $k \approx 1000$. And $R_{task}$ will drop below the average reliability of all individual compute units when $\lambda_{DR} > 0.0058$.

Therefore, to design reliable compute units collectives, we posit that the application designer should pay attention not only to the reliability of individual compute units, but also consider the structure of standby compute units, e.g., how they can be effectively discovered, and also the size of the available standby compute units. Furthermore, it is also important to design a highly reliable detection and reconfiguration component, otherwise the redundancy structure of the standby compute units will render useless.

**Experiment 2 - Effect of Different Sizes of Unit Pools**  
Compute units in compute units collectives may come from different pools of compute units with varying quality and sizes. Our next experiments study how $R_{task}$ is affected by the size of compute units pools. Such experiments may assist the resource platform providers to decide whether adding more resources is beneficial to improve the reliability of the compute units collectives.

We use the same values of $p$ and $\lambda$, and employ the similar reliability configurations as the previous experiments. We experiment with 2500 generated tasks, i.e., $k = 2500$. Fig. 7.4 depicts how $R_{task}$ changes with the varying number of citizens, inspectors, and sensors.

In these figures we can see that $R_{task}$ values have upper limits due to the fact that other compute unit types (as well as other static components) are not being improved. By studying these $R_{task}$, we could recognize the sweet spots on which adding more compute units could effectively increase $R_{task}$. For example, the increment of the number of citizens between 80 to 220 on our setup effectively improve $R_{task}$, while adding more
citizen compute units beyond 220 is fruitless. Hence, the importance of adding more compute units to increase the reliability (e.g., recruiting more citizens) must be balanced out with the recruitment cost.

As shown on Fig. 7.4a and Fig. 7.4b, the effect on $R_{task}$ is greatly determined by the failure rate or failure probability. We require less additional recruitments of inspectors to improve the reliability due to $\bar{p}_{inspectors} \ll \bar{p}_{citizens}$. However, the structure of the corresponding VSUs also impacts the changes of $R_{task}$. In our setup, the role of the dedicated inspectors in $VSU_{collectors}$ and $VSU_{assessors}$ can also be replaced by citizens. Hence, we don’t need many inspectors additions, compared to sensors additions, to improve $R_{task}$.

Figure 7.4: Reliability on varying size of resources pools
Experiment 3 - Effect of Different Provisioning Strategies

Different HCSs may employ different strategies for the provisioning of compute units collectives (see Section 5.3), which eventually affect the reliability of the compute units collectives as well as their non-functional properties. Here we experiment with three provisioning strategies: (i) the uniform distribution strategy, where the tasks are uniformly assigned to qualified compute units, (ii) the fastest response strategy, where the tasks are assigned to the qualified compute units that provide the fastest response times (e.g., depending on the compute unit’s job queue and performance rating), and (iii) the greedy strategy, where we employ a greedy optimization algorithm, see Section 5.4, to minimize the execution cost of the compute units collective. The performance rating and the execution cost of each individual compute unit are statistically distributed during compute units generation based on the generator configurations (refer to Section 4.2 and Appendix A.2 for the simulation configuration).

We use similar configurations as in the first experiment with 5000 tasks. As we can see on Fig. 7.5, the reliability of the fastest response strategy and the greedy (cost-optimized) strategy are similar. However, we observe that the reliability of the uniform distribution strategy is lower than the other two, especially on higher $k$. This is due to the fact that the fastest response strategy and the greedy (cost-optimized) strategy tend to select a particular set of compute units with better performance rating and cheaper cost, respectively; hence, they yield more standby compute units with less utilization. On the individual level, a compute unit with less utilization has a higher reliability for the next assigned task, i.e., for each compute unit $i$, $R_i(k_i) > R_i(k_i + x)$, $\forall x \in \mathbb{R} \mid x > 0$. Therefore, the reliability of the VSUs will also be higher, and consequently that yields higher compute units collective reliability.

Furthermore, different compute units collective provisioning strategies also result in different non-functional properties of the formed compute units collective. In Table 7.2, we show the average cost and response time of the compute units collectives obtained from the three strategies. Here, the cost is defined as the sum of the execution cost of all members compute units in each compute units collective, while the response time is defined as the duration since the task is assigned to the deployed compute units collective until all members compute units of the compute units collective finish their roles. In these experiments, the greedy (cost-optimized) strategy provides 16.70% and 8.35% cheaper
Table 7.2: Compute units collective cost and response times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisioning Strategies</th>
<th>avg(cost)</th>
<th>avg(response times)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform distribution</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>13.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastest response</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>11.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy (cost-optimized)</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>12.276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

compute units collectives compared to the fastest response strategy and to the uniform distribution strategy respectively. For the response time, the compute units collectives provided by the fastest response strategy perform the tasks 13.32% and 4.08% faster compared to the compute units collectives provided by the uniform distribution strategy and the greedy (cost-optimized) strategy respectively.

7.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented our framework for analyzing the reliability of compute units collectives for executing tasks in an HCS. We discussed reliability models for individual compute units in the context of task-based executions. Using these models, together with the collective dependency model described in Section 3.3.4, we presented a step-by-step approach for measuring the reliability of a running compute units collective.

Our experiments showed how our reliability analysis technique can be used to obtain insights for improving system’s reliability by analyzing different configurations of the HCS. Furthermore, each problem domain has its own requirements with respect to the non-functional properties. Reliability analysis with different compute units collective provisioning strategies help application designers to decide the desirable trade-offs between the reliability and other non-functional properties gained by certain provisioning strategies in a particular problem domain.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This last chapter summarizes the results of our work in Section 8.1. Then we revisit again research questions formulated in Section 1.3 and discuss how our work address those issues. Finally, Section 8.3 highlights an outlook for the future research in the context of hybrid human-machine computing.

8.1 Summary

Our work focuses on three important aspects of Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs): (i) the provisioning of compute units collectives, (ii) the monitoring of a running system, and (iii) the analysis of reliability of task executions by the provisioned compute units collectives. First, in Chapter 3 we presented our architectural view of HCSs and defined models for HCSs that operate based on requested tasks. We developed a platform presented in Chapter 4 based on these models, and prototyped our provisioning, monitoring, and reliability analysis frameworks on this platform.

In Chapter 5, we presented our framework for the quality-aware provisioning of compute units collectives using diverse types and sources of compute units. Our framework contains a provisioning middleware, which controls the provisioning processes, and executes formation engines containing algorithms for quality-aware formation of compute units collectives. We proposed some algorithms for finding optimized formations of compute units collectives considering both, consumer-defined quality requirements, and properties of the discovered compute units. We conducted experiments to study the characteristics of different algorithms, which could be utilized to cater different system needs. In the experiments, we also studied the sensitivity of the formation algorithms with respect to the consumer-defined quality optimization objectives.

We presented, in Chapter 6 our approach for monitoring HCSs, which consist of human-based, software-based, and thing-based subsystems. We tackled challenges dealing with heterogeneous events and metrics emitted by those diverse subsystems.
Moreover, we used Quality of Data (QoD) concept to enable more efficient monitoring of HCSs according to the consumer’s requirements. We ran monitoring experiments using monitoring data derived from real world scenarios. Our experiments demonstrated that our monitoring framework is useful to model and measure complex metrics from a running HCS. Furthermore, we showed benefits for both, monitoring clients, and providers, in applying QoD-aware data delivery on HCS monitoring.

In Chapter 7, we presented our approach to analyze the reliability of compute units collectives that consists of human- and machine-based compute units to execute tasks. Our framework is capable to deal with the reliability measurement of compute units collectives, which are dynamically provisioned on-demand using various strategies from large-scale human and machine compute units pools. We first discussed models for measuring the reliability of individual compute units on a task basis. Then we presented the underlying models of compute units collectives. Based on these models we proposed a framework to measure the reliability of compute units collectives. We exemplified our reliability analysis approach in a simulated infrastructure maintenance scenarios.

The results of our experiments showed that our framework is beneficial to measure the reliability of the compute units collectives and to obtain insights for improving the collective’s quality.

8.2 Research Questions Revisited

In this section, we revisit again our formulated research questions and issues related to the questions. We outline how our main contributions address those issues and what are the limitations.

Research Question 1: How can we provide a collective of diverse compute units for executing tasks in an HCS considering the consumer-defined requirements?

A provisioning framework for compute units collectives should consider the consumer-defined quality requirements, which represent functional capabilities requirements as well as non-functional constraints. We modeled the functional and non-functional requirements of a task request in Section 3.3 and developed a strategy, as discussed in Section 5.2, for fulfilling the roles required to execute the task while honoring the requirements. For dealing with non-precise requirements, we employed the concept of fuzzy logic, and optimized the role fulfillment using fuzzy grade membership functions and operations as presented in Section 5.3.1.

Our provisioning framework presented in Section 5.2 allows us to employ different compute units collectives formation algorithms. The formation approach can be used to provision compute units collectives prior to runtime, or to re-provision a running compute units collective due to, e.g., adaptation, as discussed in Section 5.5. For finding (semi-)optimal formation of compute units collectives in a huge search space, we developed heuristics based on greedy and Ant Colony Optimization approaches as presented in Section 5.3.
The heuristic algorithms are controlled by consumer-defined quality optimizing preferences with respect to the functional capability, connectedness, response time, and cost of the compute units. However, the heuristic constructs, e.g., the local fitness and objective value of a solution, can be extended to include more properties.

Research Question 2: How can an HCS with diverse metrics models and diverse subsystems be effectively monitored?

An HCS involves diverse types of compute units and different communication technologies, which have to be taken into account by the monitoring system. An approach to deal with such heterogeneity is required to effectively monitor HCSs. We propose a multi-tier monitoring framework to deal with such heterogeneity, as discussed in Section 6.3.

An HCS consists of different subsystems, each brings along various metrics, which could have corresponding metrics from other subsystems with different semantics. In Section 6.2.1, we introduced different classes of metric measurement to relate corresponding metrics from different subsystems and bring them together as a unified metric to enable system-wide monitoring.

These related metrics from different subsystems of an HCS may have different qualities. Furthermore, different monitoring clients may also require different qualities of monitoring data. In Section 6.2.2, we brought along the concepts of Quality-of-Data and applied them in the context of HCS monitoring.

There are many countless use-cases of a monitoring framework, from design improvement to operation, and post-evaluation of the systems. In our presented framework, we exemplified a rather limited adaptation engine to showcase how monitoring data can be used for improving a running collective. Interested readers may refer to other work, such as [170] [171], for more comprehensive intelligent adaptive systems.

Research Question 3: How to measure the reliability of an HCS, which consists not only machine-based compute units but also human-based compute units?

Traditional reliability measurement for machine-based compute units is expressed as a function in a continuous time space. Such approach is not suitable for human-based computing, because most human-based compute units do not operate continuously. In Section 7.2.1, we modeled the reliability of individual human-based compute units on a task basis and apply it to measure the reliability of mixed compute units collectives.

Inter-dependencies between system’s elements greatly affect the reliability of the system. We modeled the dependency of a running compute units collective using the collective dependency model described in Section 3.3.4. Such model can be developed from the ground up, or inferred from the process model, e.g., a workflow. We then applied this model and proposed a framework for analyzing the reliability of compute units collectives in Section 7.3.

The provisioning of machine-based and human-based compute units can be made on-demand from a virtually large pool of available compute units. Typically, redundancy...
structures can be employed so that when a failure occurred on a running compute unit, another compute unit can be selected to replace. The reliability analysis for cloud-based compute units collectives must take into account this provisioning model. We discussed this reliability structure in Section 7.3.1 using the notion of virtual standby units, and propose a mechanism to analyze the reliability of such structures.

Our proposed reliability analysis approach centers around a task model, hence, yielding the reliability of compute units collectives provided by the system to execute a particular task type. We retained the aggregation analysis to measure the overall system reliability for various task types as a future work.

8.3 Future Work

Our work presented in this thesis is part of our ongoing research in the field of hybrid human-machine computing. While this thesis furnished solutions for important issues, there are still a plentiful of compelling challenges in this domain. Here we list some of interesting issues for future work.

- Harnessing the full computational power of the online collective intelligence into enterprise ecosystems is a challenging task. Many efforts have been done to address this challenge, e.g., [81, 32]. However, still we lack a capability to seamlessly integrate collective intelligence systems into executable business processes. To obtain such process, we would need novel composition notations and interaction protocols, which consider various aspects of collective intelligence, such as collective structures, quality improving techniques, e.g., qualification, redundancy, reviewing, etc., privacy, security, data provenance, and so on.

- Our approaches centers around the structure of compute units collectives modeled using a role-based task model and a collective dependency. This implies that our approaches are suitable for systems with collectives that have known structures. Dealing with unstructured collectives is a challenging task. In such unstructured collectives, issues such as ad-hoc activities, non-deterministic processes, quality requirements modeling, etc., may arise and require further research.

- Reliability is only one, yet important, quality measure for dependable hybrid human-machine computing. Future work includes modeling and measuring various dependability metrics such as availability, performance, performability, and quality of results in the context of HCSs.

- In our monitoring framework, we present metric models allowing the correlation of different metrics, e.g., from machine-based compute units to human-based compute units. Many researches have been conducted to define metrics for human, such as key performance indicators in human resources management, e.g., [172]. However, research on human metrics related to the computational power of human still need further exploration. Several basic definitions of human-based metrics have
been proposed, e.g., [36, 173]. Still, we lack a comprehensive study for metrics of human-based computing.
This appendix provides a documentation of our platform Runtime and Analytics for Hybrid Computing Systems (RAHYMS). This platform is a prototype of our proposed architecture, models, and frameworks. The platform serves as a proof-of-concept to showcase a realization of quality-aware and reliable Hybrid Human-Machine Computing Systems (HCSs).

In this appendix, first we describe how to get started with the platform. Afterwards, we discuss details of the operation of the platform in the simulation-mode, i.e., how to configure the simulation, and in the interactive-mode, i.e., how to use the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

A.1 Getting Started

A.1.1 Overview

This prototype is available as an open-source project, and can be cloned from a GitHub repository https://github.com/tuwiendsg/RAHYMS. The project is developed using Java SDK 1.7, and can be built and deployed using maven. The root project is named hcu (stands for hybrid compute units). The hcu project contains the following sub-projects in their respective directories:

- hcu-cloud-manager contains a component to manage compute units including their functional capabilities and non-functional properties, a generator to populate the pool of compute units and to generate task requests in simulation-mode, and a compute unit discovery service. This sub-project also contains tool for calculating the reliability of the individual compute units as well as compute units collectives based on the property of the managed compute units.
• **hcu-common** contains utilities required by the platform, such as the models for compute units and tasks, interfaces to connect different component in the HCS, fuzzy libraries, configuration reader utilities, and tracer utilities.

• **hcu-composer** contains models and library for the formation engine to provision the compute units collectives.

• **hcu-external-lib** contains some adapted external libraries, i.e., GridSim and JSON for Java.

• **hcu-monitor** contains the code for the monitoring framework of HCS. It contains utilities, e.g., to create and deploy monitoring agents, to define, publish, and subscribe metrics, and also a Drools-based rule engine.

• **hcu-rest** contains a Jetty-based Web server for running the interactive-mode. It creates three HTTP services: one service runs the REST API server, one service provides the Web user interface, and another one provides a REST API playground developed using Swagger.

• **hcu-simulation** contains code for running a simulation using GridSim framework.

Additionally, the **smartcom** project is also available in the root as a tool for virtualizing communication with compute units. This project is adopted from the smartcom repository available online[^1].

### A.1.2 Building

For each root project and sub-projects, a maven configuration is provided to allow easy building and importing to an IDE for Java language. Before building the **hcu** project, we first need to build the required **smartcom** project. To build everything, run the following maven commands from the root directory of the repository:

```
1 $ cd smartcom
2 $ mvn install
3 $ cd ../hcu
4 $ mvn install
```

The jar files should now have been created by maven in each projects under the `target` directories. Particularly, two jar files

- `hcu/hcu-simulation/target/hcu-simulation-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar`
- `hcu/hcu-rest/target/hcu-rest-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar`

contain main classes for running the program in simulation- and interactive-mode respectively.

[^1]: [https://github.com/tuwiendsg/SmartCom](https://github.com/tuwiendsg/SmartCom)
A.2 Simulation Mode

To run the program in simulation-mode, from the root of the repository simply execute

```
$ java -jar hcu/hcu-simulation/target/hcu-simulation-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar <config-file>
```

where the `<config-file>` argument is the path of the main configuration file.

To execute the program within an IDE, run the main class `at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.simulation.RunSimulation` inside the `hcu-simulation` project with the `<config-file>` as the execution argument.

The main simulation configuration file `<config-file>` is a java properties file containing references to other configuration files specifying a simulation scenario, a composer (i.e., the formation engine) configuration, a tracer configuration, and a monitoring configuration. Listing A.1 shows an example of the main simulation configuration.

```
1 scenario_config = scenarios/samples/infrastucture-maintenance/scenario.json
2 composer_config = config/composer.properties
3 tracer_config = config/tracer.json
4 monitor_config = config/monitor.json # optional
```

Listing A.1: An Example of Main Simulation Configuration

We discuss the content of each configuration as follows.

A.2.1 Scenario Configuration

Our simulation of an HCS consists of two phases:

i) *Initiation Phase* is a phase where compute units are generated with configurable initial properties.

ii) *Execution Phase* is a phase where tasks are generated, and for each task a compute units collective is created to execute the task. The execution phase consists of cycles. In every cycle, the task generator configurations are processed to generate tasks. After a configured number of cycles have passed, the task generation stops, and simulation is finished once all the remaining running tasks are completed.

A simulation scenario mainly has two purposes: it defines how the compute units are generated during the initiation phase, and it defines the generation of task requests during the execution phase. A configuration of a simulation scenario is a json file. An example of a simulation scenario configuration is shown in Listing A.2.

```
1 {
2   "title":"Infrastructure Breakdown Sensing",
3   "numberOfCycles":100,
4   "waitBetweenCycle":1,  ▶ delay (in simulation time unit) between each cycle
5   "service_generator":{
6     "basedir":"service-generator/",
7     "files":{
8       "inspector-generator.json",
9       "citizen-generator.json",
```

A.2.1 Scenario Configuration

Our simulation of an HCS consists of two phases:

i) *Initiation Phase* is a phase where compute units are generated with configurable initial properties.

ii) *Execution Phase* is a phase where tasks are generated, and for each task a compute units collective is created to execute the task. The execution phase consists of cycles. In every cycle, the task generator configurations are processed to generate tasks. After a configured number of cycles have passed, the task generation stops, and simulation is finished once all the remaining running tasks are completed.

A simulation scenario mainly has two purposes: it defines how the compute units are generated during the initiation phase, and it defines the generation of task requests during the execution phase. A configuration of a simulation scenario is a json file. An example of a simulation scenario configuration is shown in Listing A.2.

```
1 "title":"Infrastructure Breakdown Sensing",
2 "numberOfCycles":100,
3 "waitBetweenCycle":1,  ▶ delay (in simulation time unit) between each cycle
4 "service_generator":{
5     "basedir":"service-generator/",
6     "files":{
7       "inspector-generator.json",
8       "citizen-generator.json",
```
Compute Units Generator Configuration

The `service_generator` element in the simulation configuration defines the list configuration for generating compute units together with their provided services (i.e., functional capabilities) and their properties. The `basedir` specifies the directory in which the compute units generator locates the specified `files` list. In Listing A.3 we exemplify a compute units generator configuration annotated to describe the purpose of the configuration. This example shows a generation of citizens as compute units.

```
{
  "seed":1001, ▶ random number generator seed
  "numberOfElements":200, ▶ number of compute units generated
  "namePrefix":"Citizen",
  "connection":{
    "probabilityToConnect":0.4, ▶ probability of a compute unit connected to others
    "weight":<distribution-config>
  },
  "services":[
    ▶ the functional services provided by each generated compute unit
    {
      "functionality":"DataCollection",
      "probabilityToHave":0.7, ▶ probability the compute unit has this
      "properties":{ ▶ functionality-specific properties
        <property-config>,
        ...
      },
    }...
  ],
  "commonProperties":[
    ▶ non-functional properties
    <property-config>,
    ...
  ]
}
```

Listing A.3: An Example of Compute Units Generator Configuration

The `<distribution-config>` defines how a value should be populated with a random number generator, while the `<property-config>` specifies how each property is defined. They are defined in Listing A.4 and Listing A.4 respectively.
The `<distribution-class-name>` is the random number generator class which will be used to generate the random values. It can be any of distribution classes available from Apache Common Math package `org.apache.commons.math3.distribution`.

Other distribution classes can also be used by specifying a fully-classified class name. The `params` entry specifies the parameters required to instantiate the distribution class, for example, `NormalDistribution` class can be instantiated using a constructor with three numbers, e.g., `[0.30, 0.10, 1.0E−9]`, which define mean, standard deviation and inverse cumulative distribution accuracy respectively. The `sampleMethod` is a zero-argument method that should be invoked for getting the random values, the default is `sample` for the Apache Common’s distribution classes. The optional `mapping` entry defines a mapping from an integer number distribution to a certain value, e.g., a string value.

A property can be of three types: `metric` property, which defines a property whose value can be retrieved externally, `skill` property, which defines the functional capability of a human-based compute units, and `static` is for all other properties (note that despite of the name, the `static` property value can still be modified by calling the property’s setter method during runtime). For `metric` property, the `interfaceClass` entry defines the class implementing `MetricInterface` that provides the value of the property.

The `task_generator` element in the simulation configuration defines the list configuration for generating tasks at each cycle during the execution phase. The way how
basedir and files list work is the same as in the compute units generator configuration. Listing A.6 exemplifies an annotated task generator configuration.

```json
1 |
2 |   "seed": 1001,  ▶ random number generator seed
3 |   "taskTypes": [ ▶ list of task types that should be generated
4 |       "name": "HumanSensingTask",
5 |       "description": "An explanation of the task",
6 |       "tasksOccurrence": {\textit{<distribution-config>}}}, ▶ number of tasks
generated at each cycle
7 |       "load": {\textit{<distribution-config>}}, ▶ to simulate how long the task will be
executed by a unit
8 |       "roles": [ ▶ list of roles for the task
9 |         "functionality": "DataCollection", ▶ a functional requirement for
10 |         "probabilityToHave": 1.0,  ▶ probability the role has this
11 |         "relativeLoadRatio": 1.0, ▶ effective load = relative load *task
12 |         "dependsOn": ["...", "..."], ▶ a list of role functionality that
13 |         "specification": [ ▶ role-level non-functional constraints
14 |           <specification-config>,
15 |           ...
16 |         ],
17 |         ...  ▶ multiple task types can be defined
18 |     ]
19 | },
20 | ...
21 |
22 |   "specification": [ ▶ task-level non-functional constraints
23 |     <specification-config>,
24 |     ...  ▶ multiple task types can be defined
25 |   ]
26 | }
27 ```

Listing A.6: An Example of Task Generator Configuration

The `<distribution-config>` is similar to the one used in the compute units generator configuration. The `<specification-config>` defines non-functional constraints as specified in Listing A.7.

```json
1 <specification-config> ::=  
2 |  "name": "<property-name>",  ▶ e.g., "location", "cost", etc.
3 |  "probabilityToHave": 1.0, ▶ probability the requirement has this constraint
4 |  "type": "<property-type>", ▶ can be "metric", "skill", or "static"
5 |  "value": "<distribution-config>",
6 |  "comparator": "<comparator-class>"
7 |
8 ```

Listing A.7: A Specification of Non-Functional Constraints

The `<comparator-class>` is a fully-qualified name of a class implementing the java.util.Comparator interface. Several comparator classes are provided in at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.common.sla.comparator package: StringComparer, NumericAscendingComparer, NumericDescendingComparer, and FuzzyComparer.
A.2.2 Formation Engine Configuration

A formation engine configuration is a java properties file specifying the algorithm used by the formation engine, and the parameters required by the algorithms. Listing A.8 shows a snippet example of composer configuration. Currently, available formation algorithms are

- **FairDistribution** algorithm, which distributes tasks uniformly to all qualified compute units,

- **PriorityDistribution** algorithm, which distributes tasks based on the priority of each compute unit specified in assignment_priority property, e.g., a compute unit with priority equals to 2 has twice probability to be assigned to tasks compared to compute units with priority equals to 1,

- **EarliestResponse** algorithm, which assigns tasks to compute units with the earliest estimated response time (e.g., the first come first serve strategy),

- **GreedyBestFitness** algorithm is a greedy heuristic strategy, which processes each task role iteratively, and for each role a compute unit with the best local fitness value is selected,

- **GreedyHillClimbing** algorithm finds an initial solution similarly as the Greedy BestFitness algorithm, and refines the solution further using a hill climbing technique, the number of cycles for hill climbing is specified using maximum_number_of_cycles parameter,

- **ACOAlgorithm** algorithms, which find the best solution using Ant Colony Optimization. Currently the following variants of ACO algorithms are supported: AntSystemAlgorithm, MinMaxAntSystemAlgorithm, and AntColonySystemAlgorithm. ACO algorithms have many configurable parameters. An example of complete composer configuration including all the parameters can be found in config/composer.properties inside the hcu-composer project.

```
1 algorithm = ACOAlgorithm
2 aco_variant = AntSystemAlgorithm
3 #aco_variant = MinMaxAntSystemAlgorithm
4 #aco_variant = AntColonySystemAlgorithm
5
6 #algorithm = FairDistribution
7 #algorithm = PriorityDistribution
8 #algorithm = EarliestResponse
9 #algorithm = GreedyBestVisibility
10 #algorithm = GreedyLocalSearch
```

Listing A.8: An Example of Formation Engine Configuration
A.2.3 Tracer Configuration

The tracer configuration is a json file, which specifies the location of trace files (in CSV format) generated during runtime. There are two default tracers, named reliability and composer tracers, which are used by the formation engine and reliability analysis engine, respectively, for generating the traces of compute units collectives formation created and the reliability measurement for each task execution.

```
[  
  {  
    "name": "composer",  
    "file_prefix": "traces/composer/composer-sample-",  
    "class": "at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.composer.ComposerTracer"  
  },  
  {  
    "name": "reliability",  
    "file_prefix": "traces/reliability/reliability-sample-",  
    "class": "at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.cloud.metric.helper.ReliabilityTracer"  
  }  
]
```

Listing A.9: An Example of Tracer Configuration

A custom tracer can be created by creating a new class extending `at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.util.Tracer`, and adding a new corresponding entry in the tracer configuration. The new tracer can be invoked anywhere within the program by calling `Tracer.getTracer("<tracer-name>")`.

A.3 Interactive Mode

The following command can be executed to run the program in interactive-mode:

```
$ java -jar hcu/hcu-rest/target/hcu-rest-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar <config-file>
```

where the `<config-file>` argument is the path of the main configuration file.

Within an IDE, the interactive-mode can be started by running the main class `at.ac.tuwien.dsg.hcu.rest.RunRestServer` inside the `hcu-rest` project with the `<config-file>` as the execution argument.

The main configuration file for interactive-mode contains HTTP server configuration, as well as the composer configuration for the formation engine. Note that currently we do not yet support monitoring and reliability analysis in interactive-mode.

Listing A.10 shows an example of configuration for interactive mode. The formation engine configuration defined in `composer_config` has the same format as the `composer_config` in the simulation-mode.

```
SERVER_PORT = 8080
SERVER_HOST = localhost
REST_CONTEXT_PATH = rest
WEBUI_CONTEXT_PATH = web-ui
SWAGGER_CONTEXT_PATH = rest-ui
composer_config = config/composer.properties
```

Listing A.10: An Example of Configuration for Interactive Mode
Once, the program is started in interactive-mode, the Jetty-based HTTP server is started and listening on the port specified in the configuration. Afterwards, the services can be accessed from

- \texttt{http://<SERVER\_HOST>:<SERVER\_PORT>/<REST\_CONTEXT\_PATH>}
  for the RESTful Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),
- \texttt{http://<SERVER\_HOST>:<SERVER\_PORT>/<WEBUI\_CONTEXT\_PATH>}
  for the Web User Interface, and additionally
- \texttt{http://<SERVER\_HOST>:<SERVER\_PORT>/<SWAGGER\_CONTEXT\_PATH>}
  for the REST API playground based on Swagger.

Note that current prototype implementation of the interactive-mode does not expose full capabilities of the underlying models and framework as found in the simulation-mode. We discuss the APIs provided by our platform as follows.

A.3.1 Application Programming Interface

The Application Programming Interfaces (API) provided by the platform is a RESTful API, which provides CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations on four entities: unit, task, collective, and task_rule.

Below is a list of applicable information for all APIs:

\textbf{Request URL prefix}
\begin{verbatim}
http://<SERVER\_HOST>:<SERVER\_PORT>/<REST\_CONTEXT\_PATH>/api
default: http://localhost:8080/rest/api
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{POST and PUT parameters encoding} (in the request body)
\begin{verbatim}
application/x-www-form-urlencoded
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{HTTP response codes}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 200: Successful
  \item 201: Created successfully
  \item 404: Error, entity not found
  \item 409: Error, entity already exists
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Response body encoding}
\begin{verbatim}
application/json
\end{verbatim}

The unit and task entities and their API operations are described as follows. Documentation of API operations for other entities can be viewed online from the Swagger API playground provided by the platform. When an API excepts a URL parameter, it is shown here inside curly brackets. Actual request should not include the brackets in the URL.
Operations on unit

a) **GET /unit**  
   ▶ List all units
   Response body on success:

   ```
   [ 
   { 
   "name": "...", 
   "email": "...", 
   "rest": "...", 
   "services": [ 
   "...", ... 
   ], 
   ... 
   ... 
   } 
   ]
   ```
   Note:
   - rest is the REST service URL for software-based compute units
   - services is a list of functional capabilities provided by the compute units

b) **GET /unit/{email}**  
   ▶ Find a unit by email
   Response body on success:

   ```
   { 
   "name": "...", 
   "email": "...", 
   "rest": "...", 
   "services": [ 
   "...", ... 
   ], 
   "elementId": 1 
   }
   ```
   Note: refer to note for GET /unit

c) **POST /unit**  
   ▶ Create a new unit
   Parameters:
   - email (string)
   - name (string)
   - rest (string, optional)
   - services_provided (string): a comma separated string containing a list of functional capabilities provided by the compute unit, e.g., “DataCollection, DataAssessment”.

d) **PUT /unit/{email}**  
   ▶ Update an existing unit specified by email
   Parameters:
   - email (string)
   - name (string, optional)
   - rest (string, optional)
   - services_provided (string): a comma separated string containing a list of functional capabilities provided by the compute unit
   Response body on success: refer to response body for POST /unit
Operations on task

In this API, we simplify the task entity model. Each task request has tag (e.g., a category) and severity (e.g., ‘NOTICE’, ‘WARNING’, ‘CRITICAL’, ‘ALERT’, or ‘EMERGENCY’) properties. When the task request is processed, it is expanded using task_rule to a more complete task specification containing the functional capabilities (i.e., services) required to execute the tasks. Here, one service corresponds to one task role. Currently, we do not support updating and deleting a task, because the task is immediately assigned to and executed by the provisioned compute units collectives.

a) **GET /task** ► *List all tasks*
   Response body on success:
   ```json
   [ {  "id": 1,  "name": "...",  "content": "...",  "severity": "...",  "tag": "...",  "timeCreated": "...",  "collectiveId": 1 }, ...
   ]
   ```
   Note:
   - id is an auto-generated id of the task
   - collectiveId is the id of the compute units collective provisioned to execute the task

b) **GET /task/{id}** ► *Find a task by id*
   Response body on success:
   ```json
   {  "id": 1,  "name": "...",  "content": "...",  "severity": "...",  "tag": "...",  "timeCreated": "...",  "collectiveId": 1 }
   ```
   Note: refer to note for GET /task

c) **POST /task** ► *Submit a new task request*
   Parameters:
   - name (string): Task’s name
   - content (string): Task’s content description
   - tag (string): Task’s tag, e.g., a category
- `severity(SeverityLevel) = ['NOTICE', 'WARNING', 'CRITICAL', 'Alert',
or 'EMERGENCY']`: Task's severity
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**Glossary**

**compute unit** is a resource providing services capable of processing input data into a more useful information in a (semi-)automated manner.

**human-based compute unit** is a human actor acting as a compute unit.

**machine-based compute unit** is a non-human compute unit, i.e., a software-based compute unit or a thing-based compute unit.

**software-based compute unit** is a compute unit providing software-based services, including software applications, and (virtual-)machines.

**thing-based compute unit** is a compute unit interacting directly with physical entities, i.e., sensors, actuators, and their gateways.

**compute units collective** is a construct for a flexible group of human-based and/or machine-based compute units, which can be composed, deployed, and dismissed on-demand for executing tasks.

**Hybrid Human-Machine Computing System** (HCS) is a system employing humans and machines as compute units, where tasks are distributed to humans and machines, and solutions from both humans and machines are collected, interpreted and integrated.

**task** is an abstraction of a set of activities and their requirements to be executed by a compute units collective.

**activity** is an actual piece of work need to be undertaken by a compute unit within the context of a task. A task contains a set of activities, i.e., an activity can be considered as a sub-task.

**role** is an association of a compute unit and the activity that he/she/it undertakes within a task.